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Chapter	1 Introduction	

	

1.1 Background	

Pensions	 and	 education,	 as	 two	 representative	 issues	 that	 reflect	 intergenerational	

conflicts,	that	is,	social	and	economic	conflicts,	between	young	and	old	generations,	are	

tightly	connected	to	the	two	great	social	themes	of	current	global	economics:	population	

aging	and	economic	growth.	

	

1.1.1 Global	aging	and	pensions	

In	recent	decades,	population	aging	has	become	a	significant	global	issue.	In	2018,	those 

aged	 65	 years	 and	 above	 of	 the	 total	population	was	19.93%	 in	 the	 European	Union,		

15.81%	in	the	United	States	and	27.58%	in	Japan.	Although	the	world	average	was	8.87%	

for	that	year,	more	developing	countries	have	also	started	to	experience	aging	population.	

For	instance,	China’s	ratio	of	those	aged	65	years	to	the	total	has	rapidly	increased	from	

7.82%	in	2008	to	10.92%	in	2018	(Figure	1.1).	

	

“The	Chinese	Academy	of	Social	Sciences,	the	country’s	chief	think	tank,	predicts	

China’s	pension	surplus	will	turn	into	a	deficit	by	2023.	By	2050,	it	predicts,	the	

cumulative	deficit	will	be	$118	trillion	barring	significant	policy	changes.”	

——The	Wall	Street	Journal	(Nov	3,	2016)	

	

In	response	to	the	global	aging	problem,	more	and	more	countries	and	regions	have	

begun	to	establish	or	complete	the	implementation	of	pension	systems.	At	present,	the	

pay-as-you-go	(PAYG)	pension	has	become	one	of	the	main	styles	of	pensions	that	has	

been	introduced	(totally	or	partially)	in	many	countries,	including	the	United	States,	the	

United	Kingdom,	 Japan,	 and	Germany.1	However,	despite	 the	declining	birthrate	and		

                                                
1 	Source:	 Ministry	 of	 Health,	 Labour	 and	 Welfare	
(https://www.mhlw.go.jp/stf/seisakunitsuite/bunya/nenkin/nenkin/shogaikoku.html,	 accessed	 on	
November	15,	2019).	
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Figure	1.1	Population	aged	65	years	and	above	(%	of	total	population)	

This	figure	shows	the population	aged	65	years	and	above	of	the	total	population	in	

representative	developed	countries	(region)	and	China	in	1960–2018.	Data	source:	

The	World	Bank.	

(https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/sp.pop.65up.to.zs?contextual=default&end=20

18&start=1960&view=chart,	accessed	on	November	15,	2019)	

	

	

aging	population,	a	PAYG	pension	system	exacerbates	governments’	 fiscal	burden	and	

many	 countries	 have	 started	 to	 consider	 pension	 reform.	 For	 instance,	 the	 Chinese	

government	made	a	policy	announcement	to	establish	a	system	that	combines	the	social	

pooling	and	personal	accounts,	which,	in	theory,	is	a	combination	of	the	two	main	types	

of	pension	systems:	PAYG	pension	systems	and	fully	funded	pension	systems.	
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1.1.2 Education	and	economic	growth	

Ever	since	Schultz	(1960,	1961),	the	role	of	human	capital	in	economic	growth	has	been	

widely	 studied	 by	 economists,	 based	 on	 the	 fact	 that	 in	 reality,	 the	 recent	 economic	

growth	not	only	 relies	on	physical	 capital	 as	 in	 the	past,	but	 is	 also	driven	by	human	

capital.	 As	 the	main	 source	 of	 human	 capital,	 education—public	 education	 or	 private	

education,	 intergenerational	 education	 or	 self-education—has	 been	 attributed	 great	

importance	for	both	individuals	and	countries.	

In	 particular,	 besides	 the	 very	 general	 intergenerational	 education	 investments	

(investments	in	children	made	by	parents	or	governments),	educational	expenditures	on	

people	for	themselves	are	also	increasing	in	a	significant	way.	Since	the	1970s,	the	OECD	

has	advocated	“recurrent	education”	as	a	strategy	for	its	“lifelong	learning	for	all”	policy.	

It	 declared	 that	 a	 recurrent	 education	 offers	 “an	 alternative	 to	 unlimited	 further	

expansion	of	 the	 formal	and	youth-oriented	educational	 system”.	As	 for	 the	emerging	

imbalance	between	low	supply	and	high	demand	of	highly	qualified	human	resources	and	

the	 rapid	 speed	 of	 knowledge	 expansion,	 recurrent	 education	 is	 a	 solution	 to	 the	

education	crisis	(Kallen	and	Bengtsson,	1973).	Recently,	this	proposal	has	been	adopted	

in	many	countries	around	the	world.	China	made	“lifelong	learning”	a	policy	in	its	Outline	

of	 Educational	 Reform	 and	 Development	 in	 1993	 and	 added	 legislation	 on	 adult	

education	as	an	annual	priority	in	1995.	

Furthermore,	 as	a	member	of	 the	OECD,	 the	 Japanese	government	has	adopted	a	

similar	concept	of	lifelong	learning	or	recurrent	education.	It	states	that	lifelong	learning	

is	necessary	 for	 individuals’	 adaptation	 to	 social	 and	economic	 changes,	 and	enriches	

their	spiritual	demands	as	well	as	increases	their	lifelong	earnings	(MEXT,	2006).	Given	

these	 social	 and	economic	 contexts,	 an	 increasing	 number	of	people,	 especially	 in	

developed	countries,	tend	to	improve	their	skills	or	accumulate	their	own	human	capital.	

In	fact,	they	often	choose	to	undertake	further	education	after	university	or	professional	

training,	 rather	 than	educate	 their	 children.	 This,	 in	 Japan,	has	pushed	 a	policy	of	

promoting	lifelong	learning,	including	the	Program	for	Education	Promotion	in	Response	

to	the	Re-learning	Needs	of	Adults.2	As	a	result,	more	and	more	new	graduate	students		

                                                
2This	program	was	made	“for	each	and	every	person	to	enjoy	a	fulfilling	life	and	for	the	continued	growth	
of	the	country”	under	a	background	of	Japan’s	rapid	decline	in	birthrate	and	its	aged	population.	It	contains	
a	 series	of	 reforms,	 including	an	integrated	reform	on	high	school	education,	university	education,	and	
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Figure	1.2	Proportion	of	on-the-job	postgraduates	in	Japan	

This	 figure	 shows	 the	 proportion	 of	 new	 on-the-job	 postgraduates	 to	 aggregate	

enrollments	 in	 Japan’s	 graduate	 schools.	 Source:	 created	 by	 editing	 “School	 Basic	

Survey”	(MEXT).	

(http://www.mext.go.jp/b_menu/toukei/chousa01/kihon/1267995.htm,	 accessed	 on	

November	15,	2019)	

	

return	 to	 study	 from	 the	workforce:	 they	 return	 to	 college	or	university	after	 several	

years	of	working,	to	study	either	as	on-the-job	students	or	even	full-time	students	(Figure	

1.2).	In	old	age,	many	individuals	find	a	new	job	or	return	to	work	through	reemployment	

after	 retirement.	 As	 policymakers,	 governments	 that	 are	 concerned	 about	 economic	

growth	and	social	welfare	must	therefore	consider	both	the	intergenerational	education	

and	the	education	on	people	themselves	in	both	the	short	run	and	the	long	run.	

                                                
selection	of	university	entrants	as	well	as	a	reform	on	the	system	of	the	boards	of	education.	Specifically,	it	
proposed	a	policy	of	enhancing	relearning	for	adults.	(MEXT)	
	(http://www.mext.go.jp/b_menu/hakusho/html/hpab201401/detail/1376942.htm,	accessed	on	November	
22,	2019)	
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1.2 Research	purposes	

This	 dissertation	 therefore	 concentrates	 on	 the	 two	 representative	 issues	 of	

intergenerational	 conflicts	 around	 pensions	 and	 education	 in	 the	 framework	 of	 an	

overlapping	generations	 (OLG)	model.	We	 study	 their	 effects	 on	welfare	 or	 economic	

growth	 from	 different	 aspects	 in	 various	 situations.	 We	 consider	 three	 topics:	 1)	 to	

reconsider	the	PAYG	pension	from	the	perspective	of	transitional	effects,	2)	to	evaluate	

the	policy	effects	of	a	fully	funded	pension	when	individuals	make	a	trade-off	between	

educating	 themselves	 and	 educating	 their	 children,	 and	 3)	 to	 analyze	 the	 effects	 of	 a	

coordinated	capital	tax	reform	across	countries	where	the	capital	taxes	are	financed	to	

provide	public	education.	

Specifically,	 in	Chapter	2,	we	discuss	 the	 short-,	medium-	and	 long-run	effects	of	 a	

PAYG	pension	system	on	social	welfare.	As	is	well-known	(e.g.,	Blanchard	and	Fischer,	

1989),	 a	 PAYG	 pension	 system	 is	 not	 neutral	 in	 terms	 of	 either	welfare	 or	 economic	

growth.	 It	 improves	utilities	only	when	 the	population	growth	rate	 is	higher	 than	 the	

interest	rate.	Moreover,	as	will	been	shown	in	Section	1.3.2,	most	of	the	existing	research	

that	uses	an	OLG	framework	to	examine	pensions	has	tended	to	focus	only	on	the	welfare	

effects	in	the	steady	state,	paying	little	attention	to	the	welfare	effects	in	transition,	i.e.,	

those	caused	by	a	change	in	or	the	introduction	of	the	PAYG	pension.	In	other	words,	the	

short-	and	medium-run	effects	have	not	been	considered	fully.	Under	very	basic	settings,	

the	introduction	of	a	PAYG	pension	system	has	a	positive	(negative)	effect	on	the	steady-

state	welfare	when	 the	 economy	 is	 dynamically	 inefficient	 (efficient).	 This	 leads	 to	 a	

conclusion:	a	policy	evaluation	that	considers	only	the	welfare	effect	in	the	steady	state	

would	 conclude	 that	 the	 pension	 system	 should	 (not)	 be	 introduced	 in	 the	 case	 of	

dynamic	 inefficiency	 (efficiency).	 However,	 in	 Chapter	 2,	 we	 expand	 the	 analysis	 to	

examine	 a	 PAYG	 pension	 system	 on	 a	 transition	 path	 and	 therefore	 revisit	 its	 policy	

feasibility.	

In	Chapter	3,	we	consider	the	education	for	individuals	themselves	and	the	education	

for	 their	 children	 in	 the	 same	 framework.	 Generally,	 the	 existing	 literature	 has	 only	

considered	 one	 type	 of	 human	 capital	 accumulation	 as	 one	 of	 the	main	 resources	 of	

economic	 growth:	 either	 their	 children’s	 human	 capital	 or	 their	 own	 human	 capital.	
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However,	people	in	fact	often	face	a	trade-off	between	these	two	types	of	human	capital	

accumulation.	 The	 former,	 which	we	 name	 intergenerational	 education,	 occurs	when	

parents	with	 altruism	 invest	 in	 their	 children’s	 education	 and	 obtain	 utility	 from	 the	

human	capital	or	wage	income	of	their	children	in	the	future.	The	latter,	which,	in	this	

dissertation,	we	call	 “self-education”,	occurs	when	people	prepare	 for	 their	old	age	by	

investing	in	themselves	in	order	to	earn	more	in	old	age.	Therefore,	in	this	chapter,	we	

investigate	whether	the	parents’	trade-off	between	educating	themselves	and	educating	

their	 children	 affects	 efficiency	 from	 the	 viewpoint	 of	 economic	 growth.	 Then,	 if	 the	

answer	is	yes,	we	propose	investigating	whether	a	fully	funded	pension	system	can	be	

used	as	a	policy	tool	to	accelerate	the	growth.	

In	Chapter	4,	we	 turn	our	attention	 to	public	 education.	For	an	open	economy,	we	

discuss	 a	 public	 education	 policy	 that	 is	 determined	 by	 an	 international	 capital	 tax	

competition	and	how	 its	policy	effects	will	be	affected	 by	 coordinated	 tax	 reforms.	 In	

many	previous	static	theories,	a	tax	competition	gives	rises	to	the	fiscal	externality	that	

provision	of	public	goods	is	insufficient.	Thus,	it	is	generally	believed	that	if	governments	

in	 all	 countries	make	 an	 agreement	 to	 coordinately	 raise	 their	 capital	 tax	 rate,	 social	

welfare	 should	 be	 improved.	 However,	 considering	 a	 dynamic	 framework	 where	

intergenerational	 conflicts	 exist,	 this	 rule	 may	 not	 be	 supported.	 In	 this	 chapter,	 we	

consider	 an	 economy	 where	 the	 (physical)	 capital	 taxes	 are	 used	 to	 provide	 public	

education,	 instead	 of	 public	 goods,	 which	 can	 be	 seen	 in	 the	 static	 literature.	 We	

investigate	whether	a	 coordinated	 tax	 reform	necessarily	 increases	 the	human	capital	

level	of	each	country	and	thus	whether	it	is	necessarily	Pareto-improving.	We	also	try	to	

give	specific	conditions	under	which	the	coordinated	reform	improves	welfare.	

	

1.3 Literature	review	

In	this	section,	we	review	the	literature	related	to	the	following	four	topics:	research	on	

dynamic	analyses,	research	tackling	public	pension	problems,	research	focusing	on	the	

relationship	between	human	capital	accumulation	(education)	and	economic	growth,	and	

research	on	capital	tax	competition.	

1.3.1 Dynamic	analyses	
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Since	the	OLG	model	was	constructed	by	Diamond	(1965),	many	researchers	have	used	

this	model	 to	 investigate	 the	effects	of	 various	 fiscal	policies	on	 social	welfare	 from	a	

dynamic	 perspective.	 In	 particular,	 because	 it	 presumes	 that	 both	 young	 and	 old	

generations	exist	in	the	same	period,	the	OLG	model	is	used	to	analyze	intergenerational	

conflicts	brought	about	by	policy	changes.	However,	most	of	the	existing	analyses	focus	

only	on	steady-state	effects,	excluding	transitional-state	effects	(e.g.,	Bewley,	2009).	The	

transitional	effects	have	not	been	examined	because	of	the	complexity	of	the	calculations,	

which	 leads	 to	 difficulties	 in	 determining	 the	 economic	 implications.	 In	 short,	

mathematical	 inconvenience	 has	 led	 to	 the	 dynamical	 analysis	 of	 transitions	 being	

ignored.	

Two	main	methods	were	devised	to	tackle	this	problem.	One	is	by	Matsuyama	(1991),	

who	 first	 studied	 transitional	 effects	 in	 an	 OLG	 model	 by	 applying	 a	 diagrammatic	

approach.	Matsuyama	(1991)	superimposed	indifference	curves	on	the	plane	containing	

the	 factor–price	 frontier	 and	 the	 capital	market	 equilibrium,	 both	 of	which	 had	 been	

given	 by	 Diamond	 (1965),	 and	 showed	 the	 transitional	 effects	 by	 “connecting”	 the	

original	and	new	steady-state	equilibria	arising	from	a	policy	change.	The	other	method	

is	 by	 Cremers	 and	 Sen	 (2008),	 who	 examined	 the	 effects	 of	 international	 transfers	

algebraically.	 They	 examined	 not	 only	 a	 steady-state	 generation,	 but	 also	 transitional	

generations	in	a	two-country	OLG	model,	and	showed	that	“a	strong	form	of	the	transfer	

paradox	 in	 which	 the	 donor	 country	 experiences	 a	 welfare	 gain	 while	 the	 recipient	

country	experiences	a	welfare	loss	may	occur	both	in	and	out	of	steady	state”.3	Following	

Cremers	and	Sen	(2008),	Kuhle	(2014)	extended	the	algebraic	analysis	of	 the	effect	of	

international	 transfers	 to	 encompass	 an	 investigation	 of	 the	 effects	 of	 general	 fiscal	

policies.	Kuhle	 (2014)	developed	 a	method	 to	 Pareto-evaluate	 the	 dynamics	 of	utility	

along	the	transition	path	between	two	competitive	steady	states	before	and	after	a	one-

time	 permanent	 policy	 change.	 However,	 Kuhle	 (2014)’s	 focus	 was	 on	 the	 case	 of	

monotonic	 convergence	 and	 he	 only	 briefly	 mentioned	 what	 would	 occur	 when	 the	

dynamics	of	capital	stock	are	oscillatory,	essentially	as	a	component	of	his	application	of	

                                                
3	Another	research	study	that	analyzes	the	transitional	welfare	effects	was	done	by	Hamada	and	Yanagihara	
(2016),	who	investigated	the	effect	of	international	transfers	on	welfare	in	a	two-country	OLG	model,	in	
which	individuals	have	altruistic	utility,	by	applying	the	procedure	of	Cremers	and	Sen	(2008).	
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the	model	 to	 a	 public	 debt	 problem,	 rather	 than	 attempting	 to	 analyze	 this	 case	 in	 a	

general	manner.	

	

1.3.2 Public	pensions	

In	 recent	 decades,	 along	 with	 population	 aging	 becoming	 an	 important	 issue	 in	 an	

increasing	number	of	countries	and	regions,	 the	relationship	between	public	pensions	

and	economic	growth	has	been	in	focus.	Most	researchers	in	this	area	have	paid	attention	

to	the	PAYG	pension	or	to	a	comparison	of	PAYG	and	fully	funded	pension	systems	(e.g.,	

Kaganovich	and	Zilcha,	1999,	2012).	

For	 example,	 Jimeno,	 Rojas,	 and	 Puente	 (2008)	 investigated	 several	 different	

approaches	to	studying	the	effects	of	population	aging	on	social	security	expenditures	

along	the	transition	path	by	calibrating	the	case	of	Spain,	providing	an	analysis	 that	is	

quantitative	 rather	 than	 qualitative.	 Hamada	 et	 al.	 (2017)	 investigated	 the	 effects	 of	

international	 transfers	on	welfare	 levels	when	 two	countries	 introduce	PAYG	pension	

systems.	Chen	and	Fang	(2013)	studied	the	effects	of	population	aging	and	international	

migration	on	economic	growth	in	an	OLG	framework	with	endogenous	fertility,	where	

social	 security	 is	 financed	 by	 an	 income	 tax.	 Kemnitz	 and	Wigger	 (2000)	 studied	 the	

growth	and	efficiency	effects	of	a	PAYG	social	security	system	when	human	capital	is	the	

main	source	of	economic	growth	and	found	that	 it	 leads	to	higher	growth	than	a	 fully	

funded	 social	 security	 system.	 Other	 research	 studies	 on	 PAYG	 pensions	 are	 Zhang	

(1995),	Kaganovich	and	Meier	(2012),	Fehr	and	Uhde	(2014),	Ono	and	Uchida	(2016),	

Tran	(2016),	and	Bishnu	and	Wang	(2017),	among	others.	

Besides	 the	 theoretical	 research,	 empirical	 studies	 investigated	 the	effects	of	PAYG	

pension	systems	on	capital	accumulation	in	real-world	economies.	Granville	and	Mallick	

(2004)	evaluated	the	effects	on	savings	of	pension	reforms	in	the	United	Kingdom	that	

began	in	the	1980s.	They	found	that	the	privatization	of	the	state	PAYG	pension	system	

could	 ultimately	 raise	 the	 level	 of	 national	 savings,	 even	 though	 the	 increase	 in	 the	

occupational	pension	savings	could	be	offset	by	a	decrease	in	other	forms	of	savings.	This	

was	 because	 the	 greater	 liquidity	 and	 capitalization	 arising	 from	 the	 private	 pension	

funds	 would	 promote	 economic	 growth	 through	 more	 efficient	 resource	 allocation.	

Michailidis	et	al.	 (2019)	examined	the	effect	of	population	aging	on	pension	spending,	
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public	education,	and	the	interaction	between	them	by	showing	empirical	evidence	for	

OECD	 countries.	 In	 particular,	 their	 results	 suggested	 that,	 with	 projected	 population	

aging,	the	structure	of	the	PAYG	pension	system	provides	incentives	to	the	working-age	

generation	 to	 support	 educational	 transfers	 toward	 the	 young	 generation	 even	when	

there	is	no	altruism.	Euwals	(2000)	investigated	the	case	of	the	Netherlands	and	tested	

the	 effect	 of	 the	 Dutch	mandatory	 pensions	 on	 discretionary	 household	 savings.	 The	

results	showed	that	while	the	impact	of	the	public	part	of	the	Dutch	pension	system	is	not	

well	identified,	the	occupational	part	of	the	pension	has	a	significant	negative	impact	on	

savings	motives	with	respect	to	old	age.	Pereira	and	Andraz	(2012)	empirically	estimated	

the	effects	of	the	Portuguese	PAYG	social	security	system	using	data	spanning	1970–2007.	

They	found	that	the	growing	social	security	spending	has	had	negative	effects	on	all	of	

the	private	sector	variables	under	consideration.	This	suggested	the	existence	of	sizable	

inefficiencies,	which	highlighted	the	necessity	for	pension	reforms.	Brinkman	et	al.	(2018)	

studied	 the	 determinants	 of	 municipal	 pension	 funding	 and	 its	 implications	 for	

intergenerational	 redistribution.	 They	 showed	 that	 under	 perfect	 capital	 markets,	

pension	funding	choices	are	fully	capitalized	into	land	prices,	which,	however,	fails	when	

agents	 face	 a	 binding	 down-payment	 constraint	 in	 the	 land	 market.	 Their	 empirical	

analysis	 showed	 that	 the	 correlations	 in	 the	 data	 of	 the	 United	 States	 are	 broadly	

consistent	with	this	prediction.	

As	 for	 the	 other	 common	 type	 of	 pension	 systems,	 the	 fully	 funded	 pension,	 it	 is	

clarified	in	basic	economic	textbooks	(see,	e.g.,	Blanchard	and	Fischer,	1989)	that	when	

the	pension	contributions	do	not	exceed	the	amount	of	savings,	a	fully	funded	pension	

has	no	effect	on	total	savings	or	capital	accumulation,	and	thus,	no	effect	on	social	welfare.	

However,	as	an	example,	Karni	and	Zilcha	(1989)	showed	that	fully	funded	social	security	

may	have	a	negative	impact	on	economic	growth.	In	their	OLG	economy	with	bequests	

where	labor	supply	is	determined	endogenously	and	lifespan	is	uncertain,	a	fully	funded	

social	security	system	reduces	aggregate	output	through	a	decrease	in	the	capital	stock.	

	

1.3.3 Education	and	human	capital	accumulation	

Generally,	 human	 capital	 is	 accumulated	 through	 education.	 From	 the	 perspective	 of	

financial	 resources,	 education	 can	 be	 classified	 into	 public	 education	 and	 private	

education.	From	the	perspective	of	the	education	target,	education	then	can	be	classified	
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into	 intergenerational	 education	 and	 self-education.	Most	 of	 the	 existing	 research	 on	

public	 education	 problems	 investigated	 fiscal	 expenditures	 on	 intergenerational	

education,	based	on	real-world	policies.	Therefore,	 in	 this	subsection,	we	organize	the	

literature	in	three	parts:	studies	on	public	education	systems,	studies	on	self-education,	

and	studies	on	private,	intergenerational	education.	

	

• Public	education	

Since	governments	control	 the	scale	of	education	to	promote	higher	economic	growth	

and/or	greater	social	welfare,	as	a	policy	tool,	the	design	and	effects	of	public	education	

have	been	widely	studied.	

Glomm	and	Ravikumar	(1992)	compared	the	effects	of	private	and	public	education	in	

an	 OLG	 model	 where	 human	 capital	 investment	 through	 formal	 schooling	 by	

heterogeneous	 individuals	 is	 the	 engine	 of	 growth,	 and	 found	 that	 income	 inequality	

declines	 faster	 under	 public	 education	 than	 under	 private	 education.	 Glomm	 and	

Ravikumar	(2001)	took	the	maximization	of	social	welfare	as	the	policy	goal.	In	their	OLG	

model,	individuals	accumulate	human	capital	through	formal	schooling,	and	the	public	

sector	collects	 taxes	 from	households,	provides	 inputs	 to	 the	 learning	technology,	and	

endogenously	 decides	 the	 expenditure	 on	 schools.	 They	 found	 that	 their	 results	

qualitatively	 match	 the	 observations	 under	 plausible	 restrictions.	 Aguiar-Conraria	

(2005)	 presented	 an	 OLG	model	 close	 to	 that	 of	 Glomm	 and	 Ravikumar	 (1992)	 but	

showed	 that,	 compared	 with	 a	 private	 education,	 public	 education	 may	 stimulate	

economic	growth	more.	In	this	model,	individuals	face	a	choice	to	work	or	to	be	educated	

during	their	childhood.	

Other	 similar	 research	 studies	 that	 focused	 on	 the	 role	 of	 public	 education	 in	

improving	 social	welfare	or	promoting	economic	growth	are	Shirai	 (1990),	Galor	and	

Moav	(2006),	Azarnert	(2014),	among	others.	

	

• Self-education	

There	 are	 two	 main	 types	 of	 individuals’	 educational	 investment	 in	 themselves:	

pecuniary	input	and	time	input.	
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An	example	of	research	assuming	that	intergenerational	human	capital	accumulation	

depends	 on	 pecuniary	 inputs,	 i.e.,	money,	 is	 that	 by	 Lord	 and	Rangazas	 (1998).	 They	

considered	a	model	with	life	cycle	precautionary	saving	and	human	capital	investment	

and	 showed	 that	 income	 taxation	 could	 have	 a	 positive	 effect	 on	 human	 capital	

accumulation	because	of	an	insurance	effect	of	taxing	uncertain	returns.4	

Different	 from	 Lord	 and	 Rangazas	 (1998)	 where	 human	 capital	 is	 non-inherited,	

Chakraborty	and	Das	(2005)	and	Del	Rey	and	Lopez-Garcia	(2013,	2016)	assumed	that	

individuals	 partially	 inherit	 human	 capital	 from	 their	 parents.	 Chakraborty	 and	 Das	

(2005)	considered	a	formation	of	individuals’	human	capital	that	is	inherited	from	their	

parents	 by	 focusing	 on	 health	 capital.	 Del	 Rey	 and	 Lopez-Garcia	 (2013)	 studied	 the	

Golden	Rule	of	both	physical	and	human	capital	accumulations	in	an	endogenous	growth	

model	 and	 characterized	 the	optimal	 policy	 to	 decentralize	 the	Golden	Rule	 balanced	

growth	path	when	there	are	no	constraints	to	education	investments.	Del	Rey	and	Lopez-

Garcia	(2016)	analyzed	the	welfare	effects	of	intergenerational	transfers	and	education	

subsidies	in	an	endogenous	growth	model.	

Moreover,	Le	Garrec	 (2012)	assumed	 that	 individuals’	human	capital	 accumulation	

relates	not	 to	 their	parents’	human	capital	 level,	but	 to	 the	average	 level	of	 the	whole	

previous	generation.	They	showed	that	an	actuarially	fair	PAYG	pension	system	can	both	

reduce	lifetime	income	inequality	and	enhance	economic	growth.	

In	 addition,	 some	 research	 also	 considered	 a	 situation	 where	 individuals	 have	 to	

borrow	money	for	self-education.	Galor	and	Zeira	(1993)	showed	that	if	credit	markets	

are	imperfect	and	the	investment	in	human	capital	is	indivisible,	the	initial	distribution	

of	wealth	would	have	an	effect	on	aggregate	output	as	well	as	on	investment	in	both	the	

short	run	and	the	long	run.	Docquier	et	al.	(2007)	is	another	example.	They	considered	a	

three-period	 overlapping	 generations	model	 in	which	 human	 capital	 is	 the	 engine	 of	

economic	growth.	 In	 their	model,	 children	borrow	money	 to	accumulate	 their	human	

capital.	In	Bhattacharya	et	al.	(2016),	individuals	have	to	borrow	to	finance	human	capital	

investments	and	would	be	punished	if	they	defaulted.	

Second,	 there	 are	 also	many	 research	 studies	 that	 consider	 a	 formation	 of	 human	

capital	depending	on	educational	time	input.	Ben-Porath	(1967)	first	studied	individuals’	

                                                
4	See	Fernandez	and	Rogerson	(1995)	for	other	similar	research.	
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allocation	 of	 time	 between	 accumulating	 human	 capital	 and	working.	 Following	 Ben-

Porath	(1967),	Azariadis	and	Drazen	(1990)	formulated	this	problem	in	an	OLG	model.	

Castelló-Climent	and	Doménech	(2008)	found	that	if	investment	of	time	in	education	is	

related	 to	 individuals’	 life	 expectancy,	 inequality	would	 affect	 per	 capita	 income	 and	

there	could	exist	multiple	steady	states	depending	on	the	initial	distribution	of	education.	

Other	 examples	 are	Blankenau	 and	Camera	 (2009),	 Chen	 (2010),	 Galor	 (2011),	De	 la	

Croix	and	Licandro	(2012),	and	Cipriani	(2015).	

	

• Intergenerational	education	

We	 focus	 initially	 on	 pecuniary	 inputs	 in	 the	 process	 of	 human	 capital	 accumulation.	

Chanda	(2008)	assumed	that	children’s	human	capital	accumulation	does	not	depend	on	

parents’	human	capital	level.	That	study	evaluated	the	effects	of	rising	returns	to	human	

capital	investment	and	found	that	a	rise	in	the	return	to	education	raises	the	education	

spending	 ratio	 as	 well	 as	 the	 return	 to	 capital	 due	 to	 the	 complementarity	 between	

physical	and	human	capital.	

In	contrast,	Lambrecht	et	al.	(2005),	Cremer	and	Pestieau	(2006),	Emerson	and	Knabb	

(2007),	 among	 others,	 assumed	 an	 intergenerational	 inheritance	 of	 human	 capital.	

Lambrecht	et	 al.	 (2005)	 found	that	unfunded	social	security	systems	promote	growth	

when	families	 face	 liquidity	constraints	 that	prevent	 them	from	investing	optimally	 in	

their	children’s	education.	Cremer	and	Pestieau	(2006)	studied	the	design	of	education	

policies	and	Emerson	and	Knabb	(2007)	built	a	model	with	child	labor	in	which	parents	

need	to	decide	whether	to	educate	their	children	or	to	make	them	work.	

Furthermore,	 there	 are	 also	 studies	 assuming	 that	 children	 partially	 inherit	 the	

average	human	capital	of	the	whole	previous	generation:	for	example,	Azarnert	(2010),	

Kitaura	and	Yakita	(2010),	McDonald	and	Zhang	(2011).	

In	 addition,	 Ferreda	 and	 Tapia	 (2010)	 introduced	 an	 education	 market	 with	

heterogeneous	private	schools	in	an	OLG	model,	and	simulated	the	effects	of	taxation	on	

growth,	intergenerational	mobility,	inequality,	as	well	as	welfare.	Again,	other	examples	

are	Zilcha	(2003)	and	Alonso-carrera	et	al.	(2012).	
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Self-education	 Intergenerational	education	 Self-education	(the	same	as	

intergenerational	education)	

	

	

	

Pecuniary		

input	

Non-
inherited	

Galor	and	Zeira	(1993),	Fernandez	and	
Rogerson	 (1995),	 Lord	 and	 Rangazas	
(1998),	Bhattacharya	et	al.	(2016),	etc.	

Zilcha	 (2003),	 Chanda	 (2008),	 Alonso-
carrera	et	al.	(2012),	etc.	

	

Inherited	
from	parents	

Chakraborty	 and	 Das	 (2005),	 Aguiar-
Conraria	(2005),	Docquier	et	al.	(2007),	
Del	Rey	and	Lopez-Garcia	(2013,	2016),	
etc.	

Glomm	and	Ravikumar	 (1992),	Glomm	
and	 Kaganovich	 (2003),	 Lambrecht	 et	
al.	(2005),	Cremer	and	Pestieau	(2006),	
Emerson	 and	 Knabb	 (2007),	 Ferreda	
and	Tapia	(2010),	etc.	

	

Inherited	
from	the	

whole	society	

Garrec	(2012),	etc.	 Azarnert	 (2010),	 Kitaura	 and	 Yakita	
(2010),	 McDonald	 and	 Zhang	 (2011),	
etc.	

	

	

	

	

Time		

input	

Non-
inherited	

Ben-Porath	 (1967),	 Castelló-Climent	
and	 Doménech	 (2008),	 Chen	 (2010),	
Blankenau	 and	 Camera	 (2004),	 Galor	
(2011),	De	la	Croix	and	Licandro	(2012),	
Cipriani	(2015),	etc.	

Futagami	and	Yanagihara	(2008),	Chu	et	
al.	(2016),	etc.	

	

Inherited	
from	parents	

Azariadis	and	Drazen	(1990),	etc.	 Glomm	and	Kaganovich	(2003),	Tamura	
(2006),	etc.	

De	Gregorio	(1996),	De	Gregorio	
and	 Kim	 (2000),	 De	 la	 Croix	
(2001),	 Yakita	 (2003),	 Valente	
(2005),	etc.	

Inherited	
from	the	

whole	society	

Kemnitz	and	Wigger	(2000),	etc.	 Tamura	(2006),	etc.	
	

Table	1.1	Literature	on	private	education	
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Second,	some	studies	focused	on	the	role	of	parents’	time	input	in	intergenerational	

education.	 For	 instance,	 Tamura	 (2006)	 developed	 a	 general	 equilibrium	 model	 of	

fertility	and	human	capital	 investment	with	young	adult	mortality.	That	study	showed	

that	due	to	the	negative	relationship	between	young	adult	mortality	and	average	young	

adult	 human	 capital,	 human	 capital	 accumulation	 lowers	 mortality,	 which	 leads	 to	

demographic	transition	and	industrial	revolution.	Futagami	and	Yanagihara	(2008)	and	

Chu	et	al.	(2016)	also	paid	attention	to	parents’	time	spent	educating	the	next	generation.	

Third,	some	studies	considered	the	role	of	both	 financial	 input	and	time	 input.	One	

example	 is	 Glomm	 and	 Kaganovich	 (2003).	 They	 considered	 an	 OLG	 economy	 with	

heterogeneous	individuals	and	both	public	and	private	education.	In	their	model,	parents'	

decisions	 are	 of	 heterogeneity	 and	 lead	 to	 heterogeneous	 incomes.	 Their	 results	

indicated	that	an	increase	in	spending	on	public	education	may	result	in	higher	inequality.	

	

• Other	related	research	

In	some	research,	individuals’	human	capital	would	be	inherited	by	their	offspring	just	as	

it	is.	In	this	case,	from	the	view	of	growth	maximization,	self-education	is	essentially	the	

same	as	intergenerational	education.	

De	 Gregorio	 (1996),	 as	 an	 example,	 discussed	 the	 negative	 effects	 of	 borrowing	

constraints,	by	reducing	human	capital	accumulation,	on	growth	in	an	OLG	model	with	

endogenous	 growth.	 De	 Gregorio	 and	 Kim	 (2000)	 presented	 an	 endogenous	 growth	

model	with	credit	markets	that	affect	the	time	allocation	between	studying	and	working	

of	individuals	with	different	abilities.	Yakita	(2003)	studied	the	growth	effects	of	wage	

and	interest	income	taxation	in	an	endogenous	growth	model	with	diminishing	returns	

in	 human	 capital	 accumulation.	 Moreover,	 Valente	 (2005)	 examined	 the	 effects	 of	

distortionary	 taxes	 and	 public	 investment	 in	 an	 endogenous	 growth	 model	 with	

knowledge	 transmission.	 See	also	De	 la	Croix	 (2001),	 among	others,	 for	other	 similar	

studies.	

	

1.3.4 Capital	tax	competition	
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Following	the	discussion	of	Oates	(1972),	Zodrow	and	Mieszkowski	(1986)	and	Wilson	

(1986)	started	a	formal	analysis	of	physical	tax	competition.5	According	to	their	results,	

a	tax	competition	leads	to	the	underprovision	of	public	goods.	In	a	symmetric	framework,	

because	each	regional	government	takes	the	welfare	of	only	its	own	citizens	and	not	those	

in	other	regions	into	consideration,	it	makes	an	inefficient	policy	decision	that	the	tax	rate	

is	excessively	low.	Consequently,	this	fiscal	externality	causes	an	inefficiency	of	resource	

allocation.	Therefore,	in	the	settings	of	a	static	framework,	it	is	generally	believed	that	a	

coordinated	increase	in	capital	tax	rate	alleviates	this	kind	of	externality	and	improves	

social	welfare.	

Many	researchers	made	efforts	to	challenge	this	notion	and	the	most	representative	

ones	are	from	Leviathan	models	where	the	objective	of	every	jurisdiction	is	to	maximize	

its	own	 tax	 revenues	 (Brennan	and	Buchanan,	1980).	Rauscher	 (1996)	 introduced	an	

international	factor	mobility	into	a	simple	model	of	interjurisdictional	competition	and	

found	that	the	effects	of	increased	factor	mobility	on	the	efficiency	of	the	public	sector	

are	 ambiguous.	Wilson	 (2005)	 constructed	 such	 a	model	whereby	 tax	 competition	 is	

welfare-improving	 but	 leads	 to	 a	 greater	 size	 of	 government	 based	 on	 the	 Zodrow–

Mieszkowski	model,	with	a	self-motivated	government	providing	public	input	instead	of	

public	good	(consumption).6,	7	

Contrasting	with	these	static	analyses,	Batina	(2009,	2012)	provided	a	possibility	for	

the	 underprovision	 of	 public	 goods	 from	 the	 dynamical	 perspective.	 Batina	 (2009)	

extended	 the	 static	 horizontal	 capital	 tax	 competition	model	 to	 an	OLG	 economy	 and	

studied	the	effects	of	a	coordinated	reform	that	capital	tax	rates	across	all	countries	are	

increased,	which	is	aimed	at	alleviating	the	fiscal	externality.	The	study	showed	that	this	

coordinated	tax	reform	has	an	ambiguous	effect	on	welfare	and	does	not	necessarily	lead	

to	a	Pareto	improvement.	By	applying	Batina	(2009),	Batina	(2012)	comprised	a	PAYG	

social	security	funded	by	the	taxation	on	wage	income	and	a	public	good	funded	by	the	

taxation	on	physical	capital.	That	study	found	that	a	coordinated	capital	tax	rise	creates	

an	 endogenous	 funding	 crisis	 for	 the	 social	 security	 program.	 It	 provided	 sufficient	

                                                
5 See,	for	example,	Hoyt	(1991)	and	Wilson	(1999)	for	other	related	studies.	

6	See	Rauscher	(1998),	among	others,	for	other	related	studies.	

7	See	Zodrow	(2010),	Wilson	and	Wildasin	(2004),	and	Baskaran	and	Lopes	da	Fonseca	(2013)	for	surveys	
of	the	literature. 
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conditions	under	which	all	current	and	future	generations	are	better	off	after	the	reform	

and	showed	that	social	security	may	reduce	the	gain	to	capital	tax	reform.	

Empirical	 studies	 on	 real-world	 economies	 provided	 evidence	 for	 tax	 competition.	

Buettner	 (2001)	 tested	 the	 case	 of	 Germany	 and	 confirmed	 the	 existence	 of	 local	 tax	

competition,	 particularly	 showing	 that	 large	 jurisdictions	 set	 higher	 tax	 rates	 in	

interjurisdictional	competition.	Similarly,	Brueckner	and	Saavedra	(2001)	 investigated	

the	case	of	Boston	in	the	United	States;	Leprince	et	al.	(2007)	and	Charlot	and	Paty	(2007)	

the	case	of	France;	and	Feld	and	Reulier	(2009)	the	case	of	Switzerland.	

Besides	 local	 tax	 competition,	 studies	 also	 provided	 evidence	 on	 international	 tax	

competition.	 Devereux	 et	 al.	 (2008)	 and	 Egger	 et	 al.	 (2007)	 tested	 the	 case	 of	 OECD	

countries,	and	Altshuler	and	Goodspeed	(2015)	tested	the	case	of	a	competition	between	

European	countries	and	the	United	States.	

The	 remainder	 of	 this	 dissertation	 is	 as	 follows:	 Chapter	 2	 re-considers	 the	 PAYG	

pension	from	the	perspective	of	transitional	effects	by	applying	an	analytical	framework	

for	dynamical	analysis	inspired	by	Kuhle	(2014).	Chapter	3	evaluates	the	policy	effects	of	

a	 fully	 funded	 pension	 system	 when	 individuals	 make	 a	 trade-off	 between	

intergenerational	 education	 and	 self-education.	 Chapter	 4	 analyzes	 the	 effects	 of	 a	

coordinated	 capital	 tax	 reform	 across	 countries	 where	 governments	 provide	 public	

education	instead	of	public	goods.	Chapter	5	gives	conclusions	and	further	prospects.	
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Chapter	2 Policy	 effects	 on	 transitional	 welfare	 in	 an	 OLG	

model:	a	PAYG	pension	reconsidered	

	

Most	of	the	previous	studies	on	PAYG	and	fully	funded	pensions	limited	their	focuses	to	

the	steady-state	or	 the	balanced	growth	path.	In	contrast	 to	Hamada	et	al.	 (2017)	and	

Chen	and	Fang	(2013),	this	chapter	analyzes	the	effects	of	introducing	a	PAYG	pension	

system	on	the	welfare	of	both	transitional	and	steady-state	generations	in	an	OLG	model.	

We	show	that	the	total	effects	of	a	PAYG	pension	on	utility	can	be	decomposed	into	

three	 parts:	 a	 direct	 effect	 on	 utility,	 a	 cumulative	 effect	 that	 occurs	 through	 capital	

accumulation,	and	an	intertemporal	effect	brought	about	by	a	change	in	the	interest	rate	

faced	in	old	age.8	Because	the	cumulative	effect	through	capital	accumulation	becomes	

stronger	as	time	goes	by	while	the	direct	effect	remains	unchanged,	the	direction	of	the	

total	welfare	effects	will	mainly	depend	on	the	direct	effect	in	the	short	run,	and	on	the	

cumulative	effect	at	the	steady	state.	Therefore,	the	pension	affects	welfare	differently,	

even	oppositely,	in	the	short	run	and	the	long	run.	Specifically,	we	show	that	in	the	short	

and	medium	runs:	(1)	even	when	the	economy	is	dynamically	efficient,	a	PAYG	pension	

can	be	welfare-improving;	and	(2)	when	the	economy	is	dynamically	inefficient,	a	PAYG	

pension	can	reduce	social	welfare.	In	contrast,	when	we	derive	the	effects	of	a	fully	funded	

pension	on	welfare,	its	neutrality	holds	not	only	at	the	steady	states	but	also	along	the	

whole	transition	path.	

To	conduct	the	above	analyses,	we	first	provide	a	mathematical	analytical	framework.	

We	introduce	a	simpler	and	clearer	method	for	obtaining	the	solution	of	the	difference	

equation	system	or	the	values	of	variables	in	transitional	states.	We	show	that	the	effects	

of	 a	 policy	 change	 on	 utility	 along	 the	 transition	 path	 are	 a	weighted	 average	 of	 the	

marginal	change	in	utility	of	the	initial	period	and	that	of	the	steady	state.	Further,	we	

generally	 examine	 the	 local	 dynamics	 of	 utility	 in	 the	 case	 where	 the	 steady-state	

                                                
8	Besides	those	empirical	studies	on	PAYG	pension	systems	introduced	in	Chapter	1,	the	effects	of	other	
policy	 instruments	 have	 also	 been	 empirically	 analyzed.	 For	 example,	 Muradoglu	 and	 Taskin	 (1996)	
examined	 the	differences	 in	 the	determinants	of	household	savings	between	developing	and	 industrial	
countries.	They	found	that	to	increase	the	level	of	household	savings,	developing	countries	should	improve	
their	financial	markets	and	adopt	new	instruments,	rather	than	introducing	conventional	policies,	such	as	
lowering	real	returns	and	the	inflation	rate,	which	are	only	effective	in	industrial	countries. 
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equilibrium	is	oscillatory	in	a	stable	manner.	By	doing	this,	we	show	how	a	policy	change	

affects	social	welfare	in	the	short	and	long	runs,	and	demonstrate	that	there	could	be	a	

turning	period	along	the	transition	path	before	and	after	which	generations	experience	

opposite	utility	changes.	Therefore,	the	government	should	judge	and	weigh	the	short-	

and	long-run	effects	when	making	policy	decisions.	

This	 chapter	 is	 organized	 as	 follows.	 In	 Section	 2.1,	 we	 provide	 a	 mathematical	

preparation	and	show	the	benchmark	solutions	for	a	neoclassical	OLG	model.	We	clarify	

the	 dynamics	 of	 utility	 in	 the	 cases	 of	 both	 monotonic	 and	 oscillatory	 convergence.	

Section	 2.2	 analyzes	 the	 effects	 of	 a	 basic	 PAYG	 pension	 on	 transitional	welfare	 and	

compares	it	with	a	fully	funded	pension.	

	

2.1 The	analytical	framework	

2.1.1 Benchmark	solutions	

First,	 we	 briefly	 introduce	 the	 OLG	 model	 developed	 by	 Diamond	 (1965)	 and	 then	

describe	the	dynamics	of	utility	following	Kuhle	(2014).	

Our	economy	begins	in	period	0	(in	an	“original”	steady	state)	with	a	level	of	capital	

stock	!".	 In	an	economy	with	a	constant	(net)	population	growth	rate	of	#,	 individuals	

live	for	two	periods:	initially	as	the	young	and	then	as	the	old.	In	each	period,	the	young	

and	the	old	overlap.	In	period	$,	the	young,	generation	$,	inelastically	provide	one	unit	of	

labor	 to	 earn	 a	 wage	 income	%& 	and	 they	 spend	 it	 either	 to	 consume	 or	 to	 save	 for	

consumption	in	their	old	age.	In	period	$ + 1,	when	they	have	become	old,	they	dissave	

for	 their	 retirement	 consumption.	 Thus,	 the	 budget	 constraints	 of	 generation	$ 	in	 the	

young	and	the	old	periods	can	be	written	as:	

	 %& = *& + +& ,	 (2.1)	

	 ,&-. = (1 + 0&-.)+&,	 (2.2)	

respectively.	Here,	*&	and	,& 	denote	young	consumption	in	period	$	and	old	consumption	

in	period	$ + 1,	respectively;	+&	is	the	savings	in	period	$	and	0&-.	is	the	interest	rate	on	

savings	 in	 period	$ + 1.	 Hence,	 the	 first-order	 condition	 for	maximizing	 their	 utilities,	

2& = 2(*&, ,&-.),	under	the	above	budget	constraints	(2.1)	and	(2.2),	can	be	given	by:	
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	 45
46

= 1 + 0&-.,		 (2.3)	

as	long	as	*& > 0,	,&-. > 0	holds.9	This	gives	a	savings	function	of	+& = +(%&, 0&-.).	

The	 aggregate	 output	 in	 period	 $ 	produced	 by	 capital	 stock	9& 	and	 labor	 :& 	is	

characterized	by	;& = <(9&, :&),	where	the	production	 function	<(. , . )	exhibits	constant	

returns	to	scale.	This	feature	leads	to	the	following	per	capita	production	function:	

>& = ?(!&), ! ≡ BC
DC
, ?E(!&) > 0 and ?I(!&) < 0,	

with	Inada	conditions.	Maximizing	the	profits	of	firms	implies:	

	 0& = ?E(!&), %& = ?(!&) − ?E(!&)!&.	 (2.4)	

When	the	capital	market	clears,	the	following	condition	holds:	

	 (1 + #)!&-. = +(%&, 0&-.).	 (2.5)	

Thus,	equation	(2.5)	describes	the	intertemporal	equilibrium	of	the	economy.	The	above	

conditions	define	sequences	of	prices	{%&, 0&}&N.
O ,	consumption	{*&, ,&}&N.

O ,	and	per	capita	

capital	stock	{!&}&N.
O .	

 

2.1.2 Transitional	dynamics	

According	to	(2.4)	and	(2.5),	we	can	express	the	intertemporal	equilibrium	only	in	terms	

of	per	capita	capital	stock	PQ	and	PQ-R,	as	follows:	

(1 + #)!&-. = +(%(!&), 0(!&-.)),	

which	leads	to	!&-. = S(!&).	Therefore,	the	local	stability	conditions	for	monotonic	and	

oscillatory	convergences	can	be	written,	respectively,	as:	

	 0 < TUCVW
TUC

= SU < 1,	 (2.6a)	

	 −1 < SU < 0.	 (2.6b)	

For	now,	we	examine	the	case	where	the	equilibrium	is	monotonically	convergent	and	

consider	a	policy	change	in	the	initial	period,	0,	as	shown	in	Kuhle	(2014).	To	investigate	

                                                
9	2& 	satisfies	the	neoclassical	assumptions	because	the	utility	function	is	concave	and	twice	continuously	
differentiable.	In	addition,	the	subscripts	represent	the	derivatives	if	there	is	no	confusion.	
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the	 marginal	 effects	 of	 an	 exogenously	 given	 policy	 parameter,	X ,	 on	 the	 utility	 of	

generation	$,	we	incorporate	the	policy	parameter	into	the	above	basic	model	following	

Kuhle	(2014):	

	 !&-. = S(!&; X), 0 < TUCVW
TUC

= SU < 1,	 (2.7)	

2 = 2 Z%(!&) − +(%(!&), 0(!&-.); X), [1 + 0(!&-.)\+(%(!&), 0(!&-.); X)] = 2(!&, !&-.; X).						

(2.8)	

Here,	the	change	in	X	is	a	“quantitative”,	rather	than	a	“qualitative”	change	in	the	policy	

system. It	should	be	noted	that	the	change	in	the	policy	parameter	not	only	affects	the	

individuals’	utility	directly,	as	seen	in	(2.8),	but	also	the	evolution	of	the	capital	stock,	as	

seen	in	(2.10)	below.	The	latter	effect	results	in	indirect	effects	on	utilities	in	the	following	

periods.	

Following	Kuhle	(2014),	in	an	economy	starting	from	a	monotonically	stable	steady	

state,	the	effect	of	a	marginal	change	in	a	policy	parameter,	X,	on	utility	can	be	expressed	

as	follows:	

	 T4^W
T_

= `4^W
`_

,	 (2.9)	

	 T4C
T_

= `4

`UC

TUC
T_

+ `4

`UCVW

TUCVW
T_

+ `4

`_
.	 (2.10)	

The	direct	effect	on	the	utility	of	generation	$	can	be	seen	in	the	third	term	on	the	right-

hand	side	of	(2.10).	In	contrast,	the	first	term	describes	a	cumulative	effect,	which	is	an	

indirect	effect	of	a	policy	change	on	utility	that	occurs	through	the	change	in	the	capital	

level	 in	 the	 present	 $ -th	 period.	 This	 shows	 an	 impact	 on	 utility	 arising	 from	 the	

accumulated	changes	 in	 capital	 levels,	which	 captures	 the	 changes	 in	both	wages	and	

interest	 rates	 that	 occurred	 throughout	 the	 prior	 periods.	 Similarly,	 the	 second	 term	

represents	the	effect	on	utility	that	arises	through	the	change	in	the	capital	level	in	the	

next	($ + 1)-th	 period,	!&-. .	 In	 other	words,	 this	 term	 only	 covers	 the	 effect	 brought	

about	by	a	change	in	the	interest	rate	faced	in	old	age.	

As	 TUC
T_

= ∑ SU
&b.
cN" (!; X)cS_(!; X) =

.bde
C (U;_)

.bde(U;_)
S_(!; X) 	holds,	 substituting	 this	 into	

(2.10)	yields:	

	 T4C
T_

= T4

TU

.bde
C (U;_)

.bde(U;_)
S_(!; X) +

`4

`UCVW
SU(!; X)&S_(!; X) +

`4

`_
,	 (2.11)	
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where	T4
TU

= `4

`UC
+ `4

`UCVW
.10	Using	 this,	we	 obtain	 the	 effects	 of	 the	 policy	 change	 on	 the	

utility	level	in	each	period.	First,	for	the	young	in	period	0	and	the	generation	in	the	new	

steady	state,	we	have:	

	 T4f
T_

= `4

`Uf

TUf
T_

+ `4

`UW

TUW
T_

+ `4

`_
= `4

`UW
S_(!; X) +

`4

`_
,	 (2.12)	

T4gg
T_

= lim
&→O

T4C
T_

= lim
&→O

Z`4
`UC

TUC
T_

+ `4

`UCVW

TUCVW
T_

+ `4

`_
]		

	 	 	 							= Z`4
`UC

+ `4

`UCVW
] .

.bde(U;_)
S_(!; X) +

T4

T_
		

																																																= T4

TU

.

.bde(U;_)
S_(!; X) +

T4

T_
.		 (2.13)	

It	is	obvious	from	(2.12)	that	the	effect	on	utility	brought	about	by	capital	accumulation	

in	 previous	 periods	 cannot	 be	 determined	 in	 the	 initial	 period	 because	 TUf
T_

= 0 .	 In	

contrast,	from	(2.13),	in	the	(new)	steady	state,	the	cumulative	effect	emerges.	

It	is	worth	noting	that,	by	using	(2.12)	and	(2.13),	(2.10)	can	be	rewritten	in	a	concise	

form	as:	

	 T4C
T_

= SU
& T4f
T_

+ (1 − SU
& ) T4gg

T_
.		 (2.14)	

As	this	shows,	T4C
T_
	can	be	represented	using	the	weighted	averages	of	T4f

T_
	and	T4gg

T_
,	and	the	

weights	are	SU
& 	and	(1 − SU

& ),	respectively.	Therefore,	to	determine	the	welfare	change	in	

any	transitional	period,	we	need	only	find	T4f
T_
	and	T4gg

T_
,	given	SU .	This	can	be	summarized	

as	the	following	proposition.	

	

Proposition	2.1	

The	effects	of	a	policy	change	on	utility	along	the	transition	path	are	a	weighted	average	of	

the	marginal	change	in	utility	of	the	initial	period	and	that	of	the	steady	state,	that	is,	T4C
T_

=

SU
& T4f
T_

+ (1 − SU
& ) T4gg

T_
.	

	

                                                
10	For	the	detailed	calculation	of	

TUC
T_
,	see	Kuhle	(2014).	
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Proof.	

See	Appendix	2.A.	 	 			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 			�	

	

Using	this	weighted	average	form,	the	utility	change	along	the	transition	path	can	be	

investigated	easily.	We	consider	the	cases	of	monotonic	and	oscillatory	welfare	changes.	

	

2.1.3 Monotonic	welfare	change	

First,	 we	 consider	 the	 case	 of	 monotonic	 convergence.	 Below,	 we	 show	 that	 by	

determining	the	relationship	among	the	welfare	changes	in	the	initial	period,	the	steady	

state,	and	period	t,	we	can	further	investigate	how	welfare	changes	along	the	transitional	

path	and	in	what	direction	welfare	changes.	

	

Proposition	2.2	

Consider	 the	 case	of	monotonic	 convergence,	 (2.6a).	 At	 a	 locally	 stable	 steady	 state,	 the	

effect	 of	 a	 marginal	 change	 in	 policy	X 	on	 utility	 levels	 for	 all	 generations	 along	 the	

transition	path	born	in	$ ≥ 0	is	as	follows:	

(i)	 If	T4f
T_

> T4gg
T_
,	 then	T4f

T_
> T4W

T_
> ⋯ > T4C

T_
> ⋯ > T4gg

T_
.	 That	 is,	 utility	 becomes	 lower	 as	

time	goes	by.	

(ii)	 If	T4f
T_

< T4gg
T_
,	 then	T4f

T_
< T4W

T_
<. .< T4C

T_
< ⋯ < T4gg

T_
.	 That	 is,	 utility	 becomes	 higher	 as	

time	goes	by.	

	

Proof.	

Applying	(2.14),	it	can	be	easily	verified	that	if	T4f
T_

> T4gg
T_
,	then	T4C

T_
	is	decreasing	over	time.	

The	reverse	also	holds.		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 			�	

	

By	 using	 the	 weighted	 average	 expression,	 it	 is	 clarified	 more	 explicitly	 that	 the	

marginal	 change	 in	 utility	 caused	 by	 an	 exogenous	policy	 change	 shows	 a	monotonic	
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convergence	along	the	transition	path	and	that	it	monotonically	converges	on	the	new	

steady-state	level.	Kuhle	(2014)	implied	this	in	his	proof	but	did	not	examine	it	in	detail.	

To	put	it	more	concretely,	when	T4f
T_

< T4gg
T_
,	the	policy	effect	on	utility	is	magnified	over	

time;	 however,	 the	 volume	 of	 the	 increase	 becomes	 smaller	 and	 smaller.	 In	 contrast,	

when	T4f
T_

> T4gg
T_
,	the	policy	effect	on	utility	shrinks	over	time,	whereas	the	volume	of	the	

decrease	becomes	larger.	Here,	it	is	worthwhile	to	consider	the	case	where	both	T4f
T_
	and	

T4gg
T_
	are	greater	(less)	than	zero.	In	this	case,	all	generations	along	the	transition	path	are	

better	(worse)	off.11	However,	when	T4f
T_

< (>)	0	and	T4gg
T_

> (<)	0,	there	exists	a	turning	

period	$ ,	 where	 the	 direction	 of	 the	 change	 in	 utility	 is	 reversed.	 In	 the	 OLG	model	

literature,	 it	 is	often	 seen	 that	 the	 qualitative	 effects	 of	 a	 policy	 change	 are	 divergent	

between	the	initial	and	steady	states	in	comparative	dynamic	analysis.	In	addition	to	such	

results,	 our	 analysis	 further	 clarifies	 the	 transitional	 effects	 through	 the	 algebraic	

description	using	the	weighted	sum	of	the	effects	in	the	initial	and	steady	states.	

	

2.1.4 Oscillatory	welfare	change	

The	above	discussion	for	the	case	of	monotonic	convergence	can	be	applied	to	the	case	of	

oscillatory	convergence.	In	the	case	where	(2.6b)	holds,	the	effect	of	a	policy	change	on	

utility	can	be	obtained	as	the	following	proposition.	

	

Proposition	2.3	

Consider	 the	 case	of	 oscillatory	 convergence,	 (2.6b).	 At	 a	 locally	 stable	 steady	 state,	 the	

effect	 of	 a	 marginal	 change	 in	 policy	X 	on	 utility	 levels	 for	 all	 generations	 along	 the	

transition	path	born	in	$ ≥ 0	is	as	follows:		

(i) if	T4f
T_

> 0,	T4W
T_

> 0	and	T4gg
T_

> 0,	then	T4C
T_

> 0;	if		T4f
T_

< 0,	T4W
T_

< 0	and	T4gg
T_

< 0,	then	

T4C
T_

< 0	for	$ = 0, 1, …,	

(ii) if		T4f
T_

> (<)	0,	T4W
T_

< (>)	0	and	T4gg
T_

> (<)	0,	then	

                                                
11	See	Proposition	2-1	in	Kuhle	(2014).	
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(a) T4C
T_

> (<)	0,	for	$ = 2q, q = 0, 1,…,	

(b) T4C
T_

≤ (≥)	0,	for	$ = 2q + 1, q = 0, 1,… , &
∗b.

t
,	and	T4C

T_
> (<)	0,	for		$ = 2q + 1, q =

&∗-.

t
, &

∗-u

t
,…,	where	

T4C∗

T_
≤ 0 <

T4C∗Vv
T_

	(
T4C∗

T_
≥ 0 >

T4C∗Vv
T_

);	

(iii) if		T4f
T_

> (<)	0,	T4W
T_

< (>)	0	and	T4gg
T_

< (>)	0,	then	

(a) T4C
T_

≥ (≤)	0 ,	 for	 $ = 2q, q = 0,1, … , &
∗

t
,	 and	 T4C

T_
< (>)	0 ,	 for	 $ = 2q, q =

&∗-t

t
, &

∗-w

t
,…,	where	

T4C∗

T_
≥ 0 >

T4C∗Vv
T_

	(
T4C∗

T_
≤ 0 <

T4C∗Vv
T_

),	

(b) T4C
T_

< (>)	0,	for	$ = 2q + 1, q = 0, 1,….12	

	

In	the	case	of	monotonic	convergence,	according	to	Proposition	2.2,	the	direction	of	

effects	on	utility	 can	be	 reversed	no	more	 than	once	during	a	 transition.	However,	 as	

shown	 in	 Proposition	 2.3	 parts	 (ii)	 and	 (iii),	 the	 transitional	 effects	 in	 the	 case	 of	

oscillatory	convergence	can	be	more	complex:	i.e.,	the	reversal	of	direction	continues	up	

to	a	certain	period.	This	occurs	when	the	initial	and	steady-state	effects	on	utility	differ	

in	 direction	 from	 those	 in	 the	 second	 period	 (in	 the	 above	 argument,	 “period	 1”).	

Therefore,	both	the	effects	in	these	two	periods	are	crucial	for	the	determination	of	the	

transitional	effects	in	the	case	of	oscillatory	convergence.	This	means	that	policy	makers	

should	also	pay	attention	to	the	welfare	effect	in	the	second	period	in	transitional	states	

when	evaluating	the	welfare	effects	in	the	following	transitional	states.	It	should	be	noted	

that	 these	 results	 can	 be	 attributed	 to	 the	 assumption	 of	 (oscillatory)	 convergence:	

dynamic	stability,	SU .	

From	Propositions	2.2	and	2.3,	the	most	important	point	is	that,	regardless	of	the	cases	

of	monotonic	or	oscillatory	 convergences,	 the	 transitional	 effects	on	welfare	 can	be	

expressed	as	a	weighted	average	of	the	welfare	effects	in	the	initial	and	the	steady	states.	

In	addition,	note	that	the	transitional	effects	consist	of	the	indirect	effect,	which	occurs	

through	the	change	in	capital	stock,	and	the	direct	effect	on	utility	of	the	policy	change,		

	

                                                
12	See	Appendix	2.B	for	the	proof.	
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(A)	T4f
T_

> 0 > T4gg
T_
	

	

(B)	0 > T4W
T_

> T4gg
T_

> T4f
T_
	

Figure	2.1	The	dynamics	of	utility	
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as	discussed	in	(2.10).	These	two	effects	are	acknowledged	in	the	first	two	terms	and	in	

the	last	term	of	(2.10),	respectively.	When	the	direct	effect	of	a	policy	change	on	capital	

stock	is	opposite	to	the	direct	effect,	the	change	in	utility	may	have	a	different	sign,	by	

turns,	as	time	goes	by.	In	contrast,	if	the	direct	effect	is	strong	enough,	the	direction	of	the	

effects	on	utility	on	the	whole	transition	path	would	be	the	same	as	at	the	steady	state.	

This	 situation	 can	 be	 explained	 more	 intuitively	 by	 a	 diagram.	 In	 Figure	 2.1,	

x(2&; Xc), q = 0,1, X" < X.	represents	the	dynamics	of	2& 	along	the	transition	path	in	the	

neighborhood	of	the	steady	states.	First,	we	show	the	case	of	T4f
T_

> 0 > T4gg
T_
	in	Figure	2.1-

(A).	 Assume	 that	2yyf 	is	 the	 original	 steady-state	 level	 of	 utility,	 corresponding	 to	 the	

original	level	of	the	policy	parameter,	X".	The	dynamics	of	2& 	in	its	neighborhood	can	be	

determined	 as	x(2&; X") .	 Here,	 we	 assume	 that	 the	 government	 changes	 the	 policy	

parameter	from	X"	to	X..	This	alters	utility	at	the	original	steady	state	through	direct	and	

indirect	effects	that	occur	through	the	change	in	the	level	of	capital	stock	only	in	the	next	

period,	 which	 is	 given	 by	 (2.12).	 Therefore,	2yyf 	“jumps”	 to	 some	 point	 on	 the	 new	

dynamic	path	of	x(2&; X.),	which	we	denote	as	2".	In	other	words,	the	original	x(2&; X")	

shifts	 downward	 to	x(2&; X.)	on	which	2" 	must	 be,	 and	 the	 economy	 shifts	 to	 a	 new	

transition	path	leading	to	a	new	steady	state	2yyW .	

It	should	be	noted	that,	in	this	figure,	we	assume	that	the	direct	effect	`4
`_
	is	negative	

and	 small,	 but	 the	 indirect	 effect	 `4
`UW

SU(!; X)	is	 positive	 and	 large,	 and	 that	 only	 the	

generation	born	in	the	initial	period	is	made	better	off	by	the	increase	in	X.13	After	the	

increase	in	X,	2"	must	be	located	on	the	upper-right	side	of	2yyf .	As	the	negative	effects	

that	occur	through	the	change	in	the	capital	stock	accumulate,	the	utilities	of	all	following	

generations	 along	 the	 new	 transition	 path	 are	 decreased	 compared	with	 the	 original	

steady-state	2yyf ,	and	these	utilities	become	smaller	as	time	passes.	Moreover,	we	can	see	

that	all	the	values	of	the	utility	change	,2& 	fall	into	the	range	of	[,2yy, ,2"],	and	that	this	

range	can	be	displayed	by	the	two	bold	triangles.	The	heights	of	the	triangles	indicate	,2" 	

                                                
13	Here,	we	assume	 that	2yyf 	jumps	 to	2" 	when	X"	becomes	X.	because	 it	 is	unclear	where	2" 	is	 located.	
This	can	be	seen	in	the	example	given	by	Kuhle	(2014).	That	is,	when	the	amount	of	the	government	bond	
increases,	the	interest	rate	faced	by	the	initial	young	generation	rises	under	an	unchanged	wage	rate.	Thus,	
the	utility	level	of	the	initial	old	generation	necessarily	rises.	The	point	here	is	that	the	effect	of	the	change	
in	the	policy	parameter	on	the	utility	of	the	initial	young	generation	appears	to	be	different	from	the	effect	
on	the	descendent	generations.	
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and	,2yy ,	 and	 utility	 can	 only	 vary	 within	 the	 ranges	 indicated	 by	 the	 areas	 of	 the	

triangles.	 In	an	 intuitive	way,	 this	 indicates	what	we	have	emphasized:	 e.g.,	T4C
T_
	can	be	

expressed	as	a	weighted	average	of	T4f
T_
	and	T4gg

T_
.	

Figure	2.1-(B)	illustrates	one	of	the	oscillatory	cases	in	Proposition	2.2	(ii):	0 > T4f
T_

>

T4gg
T_

> T4f
T_
.	 Here,	we	 assume	 that	 the	 direct	 effect	 of	 a	 change	 from	X" 	to	X. ,	 i.e.,	

`4

`_
,	 is	

negative	and	strong,	and	that	the	indirect	effect	 `4
`UW

SU(!; X)	is	of	an	uncertain	sign	but	

relatively	weak.	Similar	to	the	case	in	Figure	2.1-(A),	the	original	steady	state	2yyf	“jumps”	

to	2",	located	on	the	lower-right	side.	Due	to	the	oscillation	of	capital	accumulation,	utility	

changes	in	an	oscillatory	way.	However,	all	generations	along	the	transition	path	become	

worse	off.	We	can	describe	the	variation	range	of	the	utility	change	in	the	bold	triangle,	

the	height	of	which	implies	a	change	boundary.	

	

2.2 PAYG	pension	system	

In	 this	 section,	based	on	 the	above	analytical	method	 for	evaluating	welfare	effects	 in	

transition,	 we	 examine	 a	 PAYG	 pension	 system.	We	 investigate	 how	 a	 change	 in	 the	

pension	policy	affects	welfare	in	transition,	as	well	as	in	the	steady	state.	We	can	easily	

confirm	 that	 the	 welfare	 changes	 in	 transitional	 states	 can	 be	 represented	 by	 the	

weighted	average	of	the	welfare	effects	in	the	initial	state	and	in	the	steady	state.	Further,	

when	it	becomes	possible	to	consider	the	welfare	effects	of	a	PAYG	pension	in	transition,	

these	should	be	investigated,	not	only	in	the	case	of	monotonic	convergence,	but	also	in	

the	 case	 of	 oscillatory	 convergence.	 In	 the	 latter	 case,	 positive	 and	 negative	 welfare	

effects	appear	in	turn,	over	time,	during	the	transition	phase.	Therefore,	we	can	clarify	

which	generations	gain	or	lose	from	the	introduction	of	a	change	in	the	PAYG	pension	

system.	

We	 apply	 Propositions	 2.1–2.3	 to	 the	 cases	 of	 dynamic	 efficiency	 and	 dynamic	

inefficiency,	considering,	respectively,	situations	where	the	steady-state	equilibrium	is	

monotonically	and	oscillatory	convergent.	More	concretely,	in	Section	2.2.2,	we	show	that,	

along	 the	 transition	 path,	 a	 PAYG	 pension	 can	 be	 Pareto-improving	 even	 when	 it	 is	
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dynamically	efficient	with	monotonic	convergence.14	Then,	in	Section	2.2.3,	we	show	that	

the	pension	can	reduce	welfare	in	transition	when	the	economy	is	dynamically	inefficient	

with	oscillatory	convergence.15	

	

2.2.1 The	basic	model	

Under	a	PAYG	pension,	 the	government	collects	a	pension	contribution	 in	a	 lump-sum	

form	 from	 the	young	and	 transfers	 it	 to	 the	old	as	a	pension	payment.	Therefore,	 the	

budget	constraints	of	generation	$,	(2.1)	and	(2.2),	can	be	modified	as	follows:	

	 %& = *& + +& + |,	 (2.15)	

	 ,&-. = (1 + 0&-.)+& + (1 + #)|,	 (2.16)	

where	| 	is	 the	 pension	 contribution	 made	 by	 the	 young	 and	(1 + #)| 	is	 the	 pension	

payment	received	in	old	age.	With	the	same	first-order	condition	(2.3),	we	can	rewrite	

the	market-clearing	condition	(2.5)	as:	

	 (1 + #)!&-. = +(%& − |, (1 + #)|, 0&-.),	 (2.17)	

which	 implies	 that	!&-. = S(!&; |).16	Differentiating	 (17)	and	 the	utility	 function,	2& =

2(*&, ,&-.) = 2(%& − +& − |, +&(1 + 0&-.) + |(1 + #)) = 2(?(!&) − ?′(!&)!& − +& −

|, +&(1 + ?′(!&-.)) + |(1 + #)),	and	evaluating	them	at	the	steady	state,	we	have:	

SU(!; |) =
TUCVW
TUC

= − y~�ÄU

.-ÅbyÇ�Äb
WVÉ

(WVÇ)v
(.by~)�ÄÑ

,	

SÑ(!; |) =
TUCVW
TÑ

= − .

.-Ö

(.-Ö)y~-(.-Å)(.by~)

.-ÅbyÇ�Äb
WVÉ

(WVÇ)v
(.by~)�ÄÑ

,	

T4

TU
= `4

`UC
+ `4

`UCVW
= 2Ü?I!

ÅbÖ

.-Ö
,	

`4

`UCVW
= 2Ü?I!

.-Å

.-Ö
,		

                                                
14 	In	 fact,	 we	 can	 obtain	 the	 same	 result	 when	 the	 dynamics	 of	 capital	 are	 oscillatory.	 However,	 for	
simplicity,	we	present	only	the	case	of	monotonic	convergence.	

15	When	capital	stock	converges	monotonically,	all	steady-state	generations	and	all	generations	along	the	
transition	path	are	made	better	off	by	an	increase	in	the	pension	contribution	(benefit).	This	can	be	easily	
proved	by	a	similar	calculation.	

16	Here,	we	follow	Chapter	3	of	De	La	Croix	and	Michel	(2002). 
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`4

`Ñ
= 2Ü

ÅbÖ

.-Ö
.	

Recalling	 (2.9),	 (2.12),	 and	 (2.13),	we	obtain	 the	effect	of	 a	marginal	 change	 in	 the	

pension	contribution	|	on	the	utility	levels	of	the	first	old	generation,	generation	–1,	the	

first	young	generation,	generation	0,	and	those	generations	born	at	the	steady	state:	

	 T4^W
TÑ

= 45(.-Å)

.-Ö
,	 (2.18)	

	 T4f
TÑ

= 45
.-Ö

(1 + #)SUá + 45
.-Ö

(# − 0),	 (2.19)	

	 T4gg
TÑ

= 45
.-Ö

(# − 0) de

.bde
á + 45

.-Ö
(# − 0),	 (2.20)	

where	á = (.-Ö)y~-(.-Å)(.by~)

(.-Ö)y~
> 1.	

Equation	(2.18)	is	the	utility	change	of	the	first	old	generation,	generation	–1.	When	

the	pension	contribution	|	increases,	they	are	better	off	because	their	pension	payment	

increases.	 Next,	 (2.19)	 represents	 the	 utility	 change	 of	 the	 first	 young	 generation,	

generation	0.	The	introduction	of	the	pension	reduces	their	disposable	income	when	they	

are	young	but	increases	their	income	in	old	age.	This	influences	their	saving	behavior	and	

their	utility	level,	which	is	expressed	by	the	first	term	on	the	right-hand	side.	When	# <

(>)0,	the	second	term	is	a	direct	utility	loss	(gain)	caused	by	the	dynamic	(in)efficiency.	

Equation	(2.20)	shows	the	utility	change	of	the	steady-state	generations.	The	first	term	

on	 the	 right-hand	side	 shows	 the	 cumulative	effects	 on	 utility	 that	occur	 through	 the	

accumulation	of	capital	stock.	Again,	the	second	term	is	a	direct	utility	loss	(gain)	arising	

from	the	dynamic	(in)efficiency.	As	the	values	of	(2.19)	and	(2.20)	depend	on	whether	

the	economy	converges	monotonically	or	in	an	oscillatory	manner,	and	on	the	sign	of	# −

0,	they	can	have	opposite	signs.	

So	far,	we	have	focused	on	the	utility	changes	in	the	initial	period	and	the	steady	state.	

However,	 it	 is	 significant	 here	 to	 determine	 the	 effects	 of	 the	 policy	 change	 in	 the	

transitional	states.	Therefore,	we	substitute	(2.19)	and	(2.20)	into	(2.14)	to	obtain	the	

utility	change	along	the	transition	path:	

T4C
TÑ

= 45
.-Ö

àSU
& [(1 + #)áSU + # − 0] + (1 − SU

& )(# − 0) Z de

.bde
á + 1]â		

																									= SU
& T4f
TÑ

+ (1 − SU
& )	T4gg

TÑ
.		 	 (2.21)	

Again,	this	is	expressed	by	a	weighted	average	of	(2.19)	and	(2.20).	
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As	there	can	be	qualitative	differences	in	the	utility	effects	in	the	short	run	and	long	

run,	 i.e.,	 for	 the	 first	 young	 generation	 and	 the	 steady-state	 generations,	 respectively,	

there	might	exist	a	turning	period	before	and	after	which	the	change	in	the	PAYG	pension	

tends	 to	 have	 opposing	 effects	 on	 utilities.	 Defining	$∗ > 0 	as	 the	 (possible)	 turning	

period	for	which	we	are	searching,	it	then	satisfies:	

T4C∗

TÑ
= 45

.-Ö
àSU

&∗[(1 + #)áSU + # − 0] + [1 − SU
&∗\(# − 0) Z de

.bde
á + 1]â		

																									= SU
&∗ T4f

TÑ
+ [1 − SU

&∗\ T4gg
TÑ
	

																									= 0.		 	 (2.22)	

In	the	following	subsections,	we	first	examine	the	circumstances	when	the	economy	is	

dynamically	efficient	and	then	when	it	is	dynamically	inefficient.	

	

2.2.2 Dynamically	efficient	economy	

In	this	subsection,	we	consider	a	case	of	monotonic	convergence	in	a	dynamically	efficient	

economy.	Applying	Propositions	2.1	and	2.2	obtained	in	the	general	case	to	the	analysis	

of	the	PAYG	pension,	we	have	the	following	proposition.	

	

Proposition	2.4	

Consider	the	case	of	monotonic	convergence,	(2.6a).	Suppose	that	0 > #.	When	the	pension	

contribution	 is	 marginally	 increased,	 T4f
TÑ

> 0 	and	 T4gg
TÑ

< 0 .	 Utility	 levels	 along	 the	

transition	path	become	lower	as	time	goes	by	and	there	exists	a	turning	period	$∗,	defined	

in	(2.22),	such	that	generations	born	before	this	period	are	better	off	but	those	born	after	

this	period	are	worse	off.	

	

Proof.	

Applying	(i)	in	Proposition	2.2,	we	can	obtain	the	above	results	straightforwardly.		 			�	

	

When	the	economy	is	dynamically	efficient,	the	introduction	of	a	pension	scheme	is	

beneficial	to	the	initial	old	generation.	However,	all	the	following	generations	experience		
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(A)	Monotonic	convergence	with	dynamic	efficiency	

	

(B)	Oscillatory	convergence	with	dynamic	inefficiency	

Figure	2.2	The	dynamics	of	utility:	PAYG	vs	fully	funded	
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a	direct	 loss	 in	utility	when	they	are	young.	This	 leads	to	a	 lower	saving	 level	 in	each	

period	(and	thus,	a	lower	capital	level	in	the	next	period),	which	accumulates	through	the	

capital	 stock	dynamics	along	 the	 transition	path.	Therefore,	utility	 is	decreased	 in	 the	

long	run.	

On	the	one	hand,	in	the	very	short	run,	there	are	no,	or	relatively	weak,	cumulative	

effects.	On	the	other	hand,	the	decrease	in	the	capital	stock	in	the	next	period	brings	about	

an	increase	in	the	interest	rate,	which	increases	consumption	in	old	age;	therefore,	it	has	

a	positive	effect	on	utility.	As	a	result,	generations	may	still	be	better	off.	

The	above	approach	can	be	illustrated	intuitively	in	Figure	2.2-(A).	When	introducing	

a	PAYG	pension,	because	of	the	weak	cumulative	effect	and	the	strong	increase	in	the	old	

age	consumption,	utility	jumps	from	the	original	steady-state	level	2yyf	to	a	higher	level,	

2",	which	is	the	utility	of	generation	0	(the	initial	young).	The	dynamics	of	utility	x(2&; 0)	

shifts	down	to	x(2&; |)	and	the	utility	of	the	following	generations	decreases	but	may	still	

be	higher	than	the	original	steady-state	level.	As	the	cumulative	effects	become	stronger	

and	 finally	 exceed	 the	 increase	 in	 old	 age	 consumption,	 after	 some	 Pareto-improved	

generations	in	the	short	run,	the	economy	converges	to	a	new	steady	state,	at	which	the	

utility	level	2yyW 	is	lower	than	2yyf.	

This	may	explain	why	most	countries	and	regions	in	the	real	world	totally	or	partially	

adopt	a	PAYG	pension	system	instead	of	a	fully	funded	one.	In	most	previous	studies,	the	

PAYG	pension	is	regarded	as	having	a	negative	effect	on	social	welfare	when	the	economy	

is	 dynamically	 efficient	 at	 the	 steady	 states.	 However,	 as	 we	 show,	 even	 though	 the	

introduction	of	 a	PAYG	pension	 reduces	 social	welfare	 in	 the	 long	 run,	 it	 could	be	an	

effective	policy	tool	in	the	short	or	medium	run.	More	concretely,	until	the	turning	point	

period	is	reached,	a	PAYG	pension	will	improve	welfare.	
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2.2.3 Dynamically	inefficient	economy	

Next,	we	consider	a	case	of	oscillatory	convergence	in	an	economy	that	is	dynamically	

inefficient.17	Similar	 to	 the	previous	 subsection,	applying	Propositions	2.1	and	2.3,	we	

obtain	the	following	proposition.	

	

Proposition	2.5	

Consider	 the	 case	 of	 oscillatory	 convergence,	 (2.6b).	 Suppose	 that	0 < # .	 If	 the	 speed	 of	

convergence	 of	 the	 capital	 stock	 is	 low,	 such	 that	0 > # + (1 + #)SU
(.-Ö)y~-(.-Å)(.by~)

(.-Ö)y~
,	

then,	 when	 the	 pension	 contribution	 is	 marginally	 increased,	 T4f
TÑ

< 0 < T4gg
TÑ

< T4W
TÑ
.	 All	

generations	born	in	odd	periods,	i.e.,	generations	1,	3,	and	5,	…,	become	better	off	and	their	

utility	becomes	higher	as	time	goes	by.	However,	for	generations	born	in	even	periods,	i.e.,	

generations	0,	2,	and	4,	…,	utility	becomes	lower	as	time	goes	by.	Moreover,	for	those	born	

in	 the	 even	 periods,	 there	 exists	 a	 turning	 period	$∗ 	that	 is	 defined	 in	 (2.22),	 such	 that	

generations	born	before	this	period	are	worse	off,	but	those	born	after	this	period	are	better	

off.	

	

Proof.	

Similarly,	we	can	obtain	the	above	results	by	applying	(iii)	in	Proposition	2.3.			 			�	

                                                
17 It	 is	valuable	to	check	whether	an	oscillatory	convergence	can	appear	or	not.	 In	fact,	we	can	give	an	
example	of	oscillatory	convergence	when	there	is	a	PAYG	pension	system.	Following	Hamada	et	al.	(2018),	

we	consider	a	utility	function	that	ä(*&, ,&-.) =
ÜC
W^ãb.

.bå
+ ç TCVW

W^ãb.

.bå
.	Here,	1 é⁄ 	is	the	elasticity	of	substitution.	

Maximizing	the	utility	subject	to	(2.15)	and	(2.16),	we	can	obtain	the	savings	function:	

+& =
ê
W
ã(.-ÖCVW)

W
ãëCbí.-ê

W
ã(.-ÖCVW)

W
ãìÑ

.-ÖCVW-ê
W
ã(.-ÖCVW)

W
ã

.	

It	is	easy	to	obtain:	+Ö =
ê
W
ã(.-ÖCVW)

W
ã^W

í.-ÖCVW-ê
W
ã(.-ÖCVW)

W
ãì
v îZ

.

å
− 1] (1 + 0&-.)(% − |) + Z1+ .

å
]|ï.	

When	
.

å
< 1 	holds	 and	 | 	is	 small	 enough,	 +Ö < 0 	holds.	 Then,	 it	 is	 possible	 that	 −1 < TUCVW

TUC
=

− y~�ÄU

.-ÅbyÇ�Äb
WVÉ

(WVÇ)v
(.by~)�ÄÑ

< 0	holds	since	+ë > 0.	That	is	to	say,	when	the	elasticity	of	substitution	is	small,	

which	means	the	substitutive	(income)	effect	of	an	increase	in	interest	rate	is	small	(great),	the	dynamics	
of	capital	could	be	oscillatory.	(When	| = 0,	it	is	the	very	general	case	in	Section	2.1.) 
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It	 is	worth	pointing	out	 that	even	when	the	economy	is	dynamically	 inefficient,	 the	

introduction	of	a	PAYG	pension	can	still	negatively	affect	the	utilities	of	some	generations	

born	in	even	periods.	Before	reaching	the	turning	period,	the	pension	has	a	negative	or	

positive	 effect	 on	 generations	 born	 in	 even	 and	 odd	 periods	 by	 turns,	 which	 can	 be	

considered	as	creating	divergence	between	old	and	young	generations.	

Similarly,	Figure	2.2-(B)	describes	the	above	dynamics.	The	utility	level	jumps	from	

the	 original	 steady	 state	2yyf 	to	2" 	as	 a	 result	 of	 the	 PAYG	 pension.	 Because	 capital	

accumulation	moves	in	an	oscillatory	manner,	!. < !"	holds.	The	utility	of	the	first	young	

generation	 (generation	 0)	 decreases,	 that	 is,	2" < 2yyf .	 However,	x(2&, 0)	shifts	 up	 to	

x(2&, |)	and	the	economy	converges	to	a	new	steady	state,	at	which	the	utility	level	is	

2yyW .	As	the	economy	is	under	dynamical	inefficiency,	utility	becomes	higher	in	the	long	

run.	2yyW 	is	 located	 above	2yyf .	 The	welfare	of	 all	 odd	generations	 is	 improved	 on	 the	

transition	path,	but	again,	some	generations	born	in	even	periods,	such	as	generation	0,	

are	worse	off	in	the	short	run	because	of	the	oscillation.	

Therefore,	 it	 is	 imperative	 for	 the	government	 to	 realize	 that	 the	 introduction	 of	 a	

PAYG	pension	does	not	necessarily	increase	social	welfare	in	the	short	or	medium	run,	

even	when	the	population	growth	rate	is	higher	than	the	interest	rate.	

	

2.2.4 Comparison:	a	fully	funded	pension	system	

For	governments,	 a	 fully	 funded	 pension	 system	might	 be	 an	 alternative	 to	 the	 PAYG	

pension	system.	Therefore,	 it	 is	 reasonable	 to	compare	 the	welfare	effects	of	 the	 two.	

Here,	 we	 consider	 the	 welfare	 effects	 of	 a	 standard	 fully	 funded	 pension	 along	 the	

transition	path.	Then,	we	indirectly	compare	it	with	the	PAYG	pension	by	comparing	it	

with	the	original	steady	state.	

Starting	 from	a	 steady	 state,	 the	government	 collects	 the	pension	contribution	 in	a	

lump-sum	form	from	the	young	and	pays	it	back	(with	interest)	as	a	pension	payment	to	

the	old	in	the	next	period.18	Thus,	we	can	modify	the	budget	constraints	as	follows:	

                                                
18	The	introduction	of	a	fully	funded	pension	implies	that	the	initial	old	generation	is	not	affected.	
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	 %& = *& + +& + ñ,	 	(2.23)	

	 ,&-. = (1 + 0&-.)(+& + ñ),		 (2.24)	

where	ñ 	represents	 the	 pension	 contribution,	 which	 is	 assumed	 to	 be	 less	 than	 the	

original	 steady-state	 level	 of	 savings.	 Again,	we	 obtain	 the	 same	 first-order	 condition	

(2.3)	and	we	can	rewrite	the	market-clearing	condition	(2.5)	as:	

	 (1 + #)!&-. = +(%& − |, (1 + 0&-.)ñ, 0&-.) + ñ,	 (2.25)	

which	 implies	 that	!&-. = S(!&; ñ) .	 Similarly,	 we	 differentiate	 (2.25)	 and	 the	 utility	

function,	 2& = 2(*&, ,&-.) = 2(%& − +& − ñ, (1 + 0&-.)(+& + ñ)) = 2(?(!&) − ?E(!&)!& −

+& − ñ, (1 + ?′(!&-.))(+& + ñ)),	and	evaluate	them	at	the	steady	state	to	obtain:	

	 SU(!; ñ) =
TUCVW
TUC

= − y~�ÄU

.-ÅbyÇ�Ä
,	 (2.26)	

	 Só(!; ñ) =
TUCVW
Tó

= 0,	 (2.27)	

	 T4

TU
= `4

`UC
+ `4

`UCVW
= 2Ü?I!

ÅbÖ

.-Ö
,	 (2.28)	

	 `4

`UCVW
= 2Ü?I!

.-Å

.-Ö
,	 (2.29)	

	 `4

`ó
= 0.	 (2.30)	

Equations	 (2.27)	 and	 (2.30)	 imply	 that	 a	 fully	 funded	 pension	 affects	 neither	 capital	

accumulation	nor	utility.	

Then,	substituting	(2.26)–(2.30)	into	(2.12)	and	(2.13),	we	have	T4f
TÑ

= 0	and	T4gg
TÑ

= 0.	

From	Proposition	2.1,	it	can	be	straightforwardly	obtained	that:	

,2&
,ñ

= 0.	

Therefore,	we	can	confirm	that	a	fully	funded	pension	is	neutral	to	utility,	that	is,	a	fully	

funded	pension	has	no	effect	on	utilities	in	all	initial,	transitional,	and	steady	states,	as	

Blanchard	and	Fischer	(1989)	pointed	out.	

The	above	argument	can	also	be	confirmed	by	Figure	2.2.	In	both	(A)	and	(B),	because	

the	capital	accumulation	has	not	been	changed,	the	dynamic	path	of	x(2&; 0)	would	not	

shift.	As	a	result,	the	utility	levels	of	the	initial,	transitional,	and	steady-state	generations,	

2",	2& ,	and	2yyf ,	would	not	change	either.	Therefore,	it	can	be	verified	both	algebraically	
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and	graphically	that	the	introduction	of	a	fully	funded	pension	is	neutral	to	welfare,	which	

is	different	to	the	case	of	introducing	a	PAYG	pension	in	the	short,	medium,	and	long	runs.	

From	the	view	of	policy	making,	a	fully	funded	pension	might	not	be	useful	as	a	policy	

tool	because	its	introduction	has	no	effect	on	the	welfare	of	transitional	generations.	By	

contrast,	 the	 introduction	 of	 a	 PAYG	 pension	 is	 more	 useful	 as	 a	 policy	 tool.	 This	 is	

because	it	brings	about	different	patterns	of	welfare	effects	in	transition	under	various	

conditions	 or	 circumstances,	 even	 if	 the	 economies	may	 converge	 to	 the	 same	steady	

state.	

	

2.3 Concluding	remarks	

In	Sections	2.2.2	and	2.2.3,	we	have	shown	two	representative	cases	of	introducing	the	

PAYG	pension:	a	case	of	monotonic	convergence	under	dynamic	efficiency	and	a	case	of	

oscillatory	 convergence	 under	 dynamic	 inefficiency.	 In	 addition,	 there	 are	 two	 other	

combinations:	a	case	of	monotonic	convergence	under	dynamic	inefficiency	and	a	case	of	

oscillatory	convergence	under	dynamic	efficiency.	Similar	to	the	former	two	cases,	it	can	

be	predicted	that	the	welfare	effects	will	be	opposite	in	the	short	and	long	runs	in	these	

two	additional	 cases.	This	 implies	 that	 a	government	 can	 set	 an	appropriate	policy	 to	

achieve	a	specific	target.	Therefore,	as	a	redistribution	policy,	the	PAYG	pension	system	

has	been	commonly	applied	in	many	countries.	

As	a	mathematical	preparation,	we	highlighted	the	contribution	of	Kuhle	(2014)	using	

a	weighted	average	method	and	showed	how	the	welfare	effects	 in	 transitional	states	

change.	We	clarified	that	in	the	case	of	monotonic	convergence,	the	welfare	effects,	which	

can	be	expressed	as	a	weighted	average	of	the	welfare	effects	for	the	initial	and	steady-

state	 generations,	 also	 change	 monotonically.	 However,	 in	 the	 case	 of	 oscillatory	

convergence,	the	change	in	the	transitional	welfare	effects	follows	the	rule	determined	

not	only	by	the	initial	and	steady-state	effects,	but	also	by	effects	in	the	second	period.	

	

Appendix	2.A Proof	of	Proposition	2.1	

Defining	ò ≡ T4

TU
S_,	ô ≡ `4

`UCVW
S_	and	ö ≡ `4

`_
,	and	rewriting	equation	(2.11)	gives:	
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T4C
T_

= T4

TU
[∑ SU(!; X)c&b.

cN" \S_(!; X) +
`4

`UCVW
SU(!; X)&S_(!; X) +

`4

`_
		

			= ò∑ SU(!; X)c&b.
cN" + ôSU(!; X)& + ö		

																														= ò
.bde

C

.bde
+ ôSU

& + ö.		 	 (2.A1)	

So	far,	the	proof	is	the	same	as	that	in	Proposition	2.2	in	Kuhle	(2014).	

To	reveal	the	essence	of	this	expression	more	clearly,	we	simply	delete	and	then	add	

öSU
& 	from	the	right-hand	side	of	(2.A1)	as	follows:	

T4C
T_

= ò
.bde

C

.bde
+ ö − öSU

& + öSU
& + ôSU

& 		

										= ò
.bde

C

.bde
+ ö(1 − SU

& ) + öSU
& + ôSU

& 	

	= SU
& (ô + ö) + (1 − SU

& ) Z õ

.bde
+ ö]	

	= SU
& T4f
T_

+ (1 − SU
& ) T4gg

T_
,	

using	(2.12)	and	(2.13).	

 

Appendix	2.B Proof	of	Proposition	2.3	

Recalling	 (2.14),	T4C
T_

= SU
& T4f
T_

+ (1 − SU
& ) T4gg

T_
.	 Further,	SU

& 	and	SU
&-. ,	$ = 2q, q = 1,2, … , &

∗

t
	

hold	because	−1 < SU < 0.	We	can	easily	verify	that	if	T4f
T_

> T4gg
T_
,	T4C
T_
	decreases	and	T4CVW

T_
	

increases.	Similarly,	if	T4f
T_

< T4gg
T_
,	then	T4C

T_
	increases	and	T4CVW

T_
	decreases.	

Because	of	 the	monotonicity,	 it	 is	straightforward	to	prove	that	(i)	holds.	For	other	

cases,	it	is	sufficient	to	prove	the	case	of	T4f
T_

> 0,	T4W
T_

< 0,	and	T4gg
T_

> 0	in	(ii).	

Because	T4W
T_

= SU(
T4f
T_

− T4gg
T_

) + T4gg
T_
,	T4f
T_

> T4gg
T_

> 0	must	hold.	Therefore,	T4f
T_

> T4W
T_

>

⋯ > T4vú
T_

> ⋯ > T4gg
T_

> 0 ,	 for	 $ = 2q, q = 0,1,… ;	 and	 T4W
T_

< T4ù
T_

< ⋯ < T4vúVW
T_

< ⋯ <

T4C∗

T_
≤ 0 <

T4C∗VW
T_

< ⋯ < T4gg
T_

,	for	$ = 2q + 1, q = 0,1,… , &
∗

t
− 1,	where	

T4C∗

T_
≤ 0 <

T4C∗VW
T_

.	

We	can	prove	the	other	cases	in	(ii)	and	(iii)	by	following	the	same	procedure.	
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Chapter	3 Self-education,	 fully	 funded	 pension	 and	

economic	growth	

 

This	chapter	formulates	the	behaviors	of	individuals	in	a	small	open	economy	model	in	

which	 there	exists	 this	kind	of	 trade-off	between	self-education	and	 intergenerational	

education.	 Our	 main	 research	 interest	 is	 how	 the	 negative	 effect	 of	 individuals’	 self-

education	 on	 economic	 growth	 can	 be	 mitigated,	 which	 has	 not	 been	 discussed	 in	

previous	studies;	we	examine	which	policy	can	eliminate	such	a	negative	effect.	We	also	

investigate	the	possibility	that	a	fully	funded	pension	system	could	reduce	the	negative	

effects	and	bring	about	welfare	improvement.	

In	 this	 chapter,	we	 first	 consider	 how	 individuals’	 self-education	 can	 contribute	 to	

raising	earning	power.	In	previous	studies,	any	type	of	human	capital	accumulation	was	

found	 to	 necessarily	 promote	 economic	 growth.	 However,	 we	 also	 consider	 the	

possibility	 that	 self-education	 or	 human	 capital	 accumulation	 of	 individuals	 has	 the	

opposite	 effect	 on	 economic	 growth.	 This	 reflects	 the	 fact	 that	 education	 of	 older	

individuals	neither	plays	a	role	in	accumulating	the	human	capital	of	the	next	generation	

nor	affects	the	human	capital	accumulation	inherited	by	their	descendants.	If	individuals	

invest	 in	 their	 children’s	 education	 rather	 than	 in	 their	 own	 education,	 the	 economy	

would	achieve	faster	growth.	Therefore,	in	order	to	remove	this	kind	of	negative	effect,	

the	government	must	lower	individuals’	incentive	for	self-education	and	encourage	them	

to	educate	their	children.	

Here,	we	 show	 that	 the	 introduction	of	 a	 fully	 funded	pension	system	 is	one	of	 the	

possible	policy	tools	that	can	be	used	to	achieve	this	goal.19	In	our	setting,	a	fully	funded	

pension	system	is	no	longer	neutral.	Furthermore,	there	exists	a	unique	optimal	scale	of	

fully	funded	pension	that	maximizes	the	economic	growth	rate.	The	fully	funded	pension	

guarantees	a	higher	income	in	the	retirement	period,	which	discourages	individuals	from	

                                                
19 The	 literature	 has	 focused	 on	 the	effects	 of	 fully	 funded	 social	 security	 on	economic	 growth	 in	OLG	
models	with	human	capital	accumulation.	Docquier	and	Paddison	(2003)	investigated	the	effects	of	social	
security	in	a	closed	economy	in	which	education	is	the	engine	of	growth,	and	found	that	growth	can	only	
be	stimulated	under	a	fully	funded	social	security	system	based	on	a	partial	earnings	history.	Kunze	(2012)	
showed	that	when	individuals	face	a	trade-off	between	educating	their	children	and	leaving	bequests,	a	
fully	funded	social	security	system	may	depress	economic	growth.	
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investing	 in	 their	 own	 self-education	 and	 instead	 encourages	 them	 to	 invest	more	 in	

intergenerational	education.	As	a	result,	economic	growth	is	improved.	We	also	find	that	

in	 a	 small	 open	 economy,	 when	 the	 interest	 rate	 is	 increased	 exogenously,	 the	

government	 should	 reduce	 the	amount	of	 a	 fully	 funded	pension	 in	order	 to	promote	

economic	growth.	

The	organization	of	the	rest	of	this	chapter	is	as	follows.	Section	3.1	introduces	our	

model	 and	 the	 intertemporal	 equilibrium.	 Section	 3.2	 evaluates	 the	 effects	 of	 a	 fully	

funded	pension	on	economic	growth.	Section	3.3	analyzes	how	an	increase	in	the	interest	

rate	in	a	small	open	economy	model	affects	pension	policy	and	thus	economic	growth.	

	

3.1 The	model	
3.1.1 Basic	framework	

Based	on	an	OLG	model	inspired	by	Glomm	and	Ravikumar	(1992),	we	consider	a	small	

open	 economy	 in	 discrete	 time	 that	 lasts	 forever.	 Defining	 the	 population	 of	 young	

individuals	 in	period	$	(denoted	as	generation	$)	as	û&,	 the	net	population	growth	rate	

can	be	expressed	as	# ≡ üCVWbüC
üC

,	which	we	assume	is	constant	over	time.	

Goods	 in	 period	 $ 	are	 produced	 using	 only	 human	 capital	 and	 the	 aggregate	

production	function	is	given	by:	

	 ;& = †& ,	 (3.1)	

where	;& 	is	 the	 amount	 of	 goods	 in	 aggregate	 terms	 and	†& 	is	 the	 aggregate	 level	 of	

human	capital.	As	the	produced	goods	are	totally	distributed	to	the	workers,	the	wage	

rate	is	equal	to	1.	

Individuals	 live	 for	 three	 periods,	 childhood,	 youth,	 and	 old	 age.	 They	work	 in	 the	

second	 and	 third	 of	 these	 two	 periods	 but	make	 no	 decisions	 on	 economic	 activities	

during	 their	 childhood.	 In	 period	$ ,	 young	 people	 (generation	$)	 provide	 their	 human	

capital	ℎ¢& 	to	earn	a	wage	income	that	is	equivalent	to	their	human	capital.	They	spend	

their	 income	 only	 to	 either	 educate	 themselves	 (self-education)	 or	 to	 educate	 their	

children	 (intergenerational	 education).	 To	 focus	 on	 this	 trade-off,	 we	 assume	 that	

individuals	 neither	 consume	 nor	 save	 while	 they	 are	 young.	 In	 period	 $ + 1 ,	 when	

becoming	old,	individuals	use	their	developed	human	capital	ℎ£&-.,	which	is	obtained	by	
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self-education,	 to	 work,	 and	 use	 up	 the	 wage	 income	 to	 consume	 in	 their	 old	 age.	

Therefore,	the	budget	constraints	of	generation	$	in	the	young	and	the	old	periods	can	be	

written	as:	

	 ℎ¢& = (1 + #)§& + •&,	 (3.2)	

and	

	 ,&-. = ℎ£&-.,	 (3.3)	

where	 §& 	and	 •& 	denote	 the	 expenditure	 on	 education	 for	 their	 children	

(intergenerational	education)	and	for	themselves	(self-education)	in	period	$,	and	,&-.	is	

old	age	consumption	in	period	$ + 1,	respectively.	

We	assume	 that	 individuals	have	an	 additively	 separable	utility	 function,	 following	

Glomm	and	Ravikumar	(1992).	Generation	$’s	lifetime	utility	is	defined	by	the	following	

log-linear	function:	

	 2[,&-., ℎ¢&-.	\ =¶ ln ,&-. + (1 − ¶) ln ℎ¢&-. , 0 < ¶ < 1.	 (3.4)	

Individuals	care	about	 their	old	age	consumption	as	well	as	 their	children’s	human	

capital;	¶	and	1 − ¶	represent	the	degree	of	these	kinds	of	concerns.	This	utility	function	

exhibits	the	feature	that	individuals	are	altruistic	as	well	as	egoistic	and	thus	have	the	

incentive	to	educate	their	children	and	to	educate	themselves.	These	two	kinds	of	human	

capital	accumulate	depending	both	on	the	human	capital	level	in	the	young	period	and	on	

the	expenditure	for	education:	

	 ℎ¢&-. = ß§&
®ℎ¢&

.b® ,	0 < © < 1,	ß > 0	 (3.5)	

and	

	 ℎ£&-. = ™•&
´ℎ¢&

.b´ ,	0 < ¨ < 1,	™ > 0.	 (3.6)	

Equation	 (3.5)	 depicts	 intergenerational	 human	 capital	 accumulation	 through	 self-

education.	 Here,	ß 	and	™ 	represent	 total	 factor	 productivity	 and	© 	and	¨ 	the	 intensity	

rate	of	education	expenditure	on	human	capital	accumulation	for	each	kind	of	education,	

respectively.	

In	each	period,	both	the	labor	market	and	goods	market	clear:	

	 †& = û&ℎ¢& + û&b.ℎ£&,	 (3.7)	
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and	

	 ;& = û&[(1 + #)§& + •&] + û&b.,& 	 (3.8)	

hold.	Equation	(3.7)	can	also	be	conceived	as	a	measure	of	aggregate	human	capital.	

	

3.1.2 Equilibrium	

From	the	first-order	conditions	of	utility	maximization	by	individuals,	we	obtain:	

	 TCVW
(.-Å)≠C

=
Æ´Ø∞C

±^W≤≥C
W^±

®(.bÆ)
.	 (3.9)	

By	 defining	 the	 self-education	 spending	 ratio	 as	¥& ≡
∞C
≤≥C
,	 we	 have	 ≠C

≤≥C
= .bµC

.-Å
	as	 the	

intergenerational	education	spending	ratio.	Thus,	from	(3.2),	(3.3),	and	(3.9),	we	have:	

	 ¥& =
õ

.-õ
,	 (3.10)	

where	ò ≡ ´Æ

®(.bÆ)
.	 From	 (3.10),	we	 see	 that	¥& 	is	 constant	 over	 time.	Hence,	we	 have	

¥& = ¥&b. = ¥	and	 ≠C
≤≥C

= .bµ

.-Å
.	This	indicates	that	individuals	of	all	generations	always	

spend	on	self-education	in	proportion	to	their	wage	income.	

The	growth	rate	of	the	economy	is	defined	by	∂&-. ≡
∑CVW
∑C
.	From	(3.1),	(3.5),	(3.6),	and	

(3.7),	we	obtain:	

	 ∂&-. =
∑CVW
∑C

= ∏CVW
∏C

= (1 + #).b®ß(1 − ¥)® .20		 (3.11)	

From	(3.11),	it	can	be	easily	verified	that	∂&-. = ∂& = ∂,	which	implies	the	growth	rate	

also	 remains	 constant	 over	 time.	 It	 can	 also	 be	 acknowledged	 that	 the	 growth	 rate	

decreases	as	the	self-education	spending	ratio	increases.	If	individuals	spend	all	of	their	

wage	income	on	their	children’s	education,	i.e.,	¥ = 0,	the	growth	rate	is	at	a	maximum.	

In	 other	 words,	 educating	 children	 is	 the	 unique	 source	 of	 economic	 growth,	 while	

educating	themselves	reduces	economic	growth	indirectly,	even	though	it	benefits	them.	

This	is	because,	in	our	formulation	of	human	capital,	the	old	no	longer	participate	in	

their	 children’s	 education,	which	does	not	 lead	 to	human	capital	 accumulation	among	

                                                
20	See	Appendix	3.A.	
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their	descendants.	Therefore,	 in	order	to	promote	economic	growth,	 intergenerational	

education,	rather	than	self-education,	is	crucial.	

	

3.1.3 Fully	funded	pension	

Here,	we	show	that	when	the	government	introduces	a	fully	funded	pension	system	in	

the	 economy,	 the	 economic	 growth	 rate	 may	 increase.	 In	 period	$ ,	 the	 government	

collects	 taxes	 from	 the	 young	 and	 invests	 the	 funds	outside	of	 the	 economy.	Then,	 in	

period	$ + 1,	the	returns	from	the	fund	are	used	to	finance	the	pension	payment	ñ&-.	to	

the	generation	$	that	is	old.	The	budget	constraint	of	the	government	is:	

	 (1 + 0)πℎ¢& = ñ&-.,	 (3.12)	

where	0	denotes	the	interest	rate	and	is	exogenously	given	in	the	world	capital	market,	

and	π	represents	the	wage	tax	rate,	0 ≤ π ≤ 1.	

When	this	pension	is	introduced,	the	goods	market	clearance	condition	(3.8)	can	be	

modified	as:	

	 ;& = û&∫(1 + #)§& + •& + πℎ¢&ª + û&b.∫,& − (1 + 0)πℎ¢&b.ª.	 (3.8’)	

The	labor	market	clearing	condition	is	the	same	as	(3.7).	

Individuals’	utility	maximization	problem	can	be	formulated	as:	

max
TCVW

2[,&-., ℎ¢&-.	\ =¶ ln,&-. + (1 − ¶) ln ℎ¢&-.	

	 +. $. (1 − π)ℎ¢& = (1 + #)§& + •&	 (3.2’)	

	 ,&-. = ℎ£&-. + ñ&-..	 (3.3’)	

Again,	from	the	first-order	conditions,	we	can	obtain	(3.9).	

With	 (3.2’),	 (3.3’),	 and	 (3.9),	 the	 relationship	 between	 the	 self-education	 spending	

ratio	¥& 	and	the	wage	tax	rate	π	can	be	represented	as:	

	 (1 − π)ò = (1 + 0) Ω
Ø
¥&
.b´ + (1 + ò)¥&.	 (3.10’)	

It	can	be	easily	seen	that	¥& 	remains	constant	over	time,	which	is	the	same	as	the	case	

without	a	pension.	In	fact,	when	π = 0,	(3.10’)	returns	to	(3.10).	Equation	(3.10’)	gives	
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the	 relationship	 between	 ¥& 	and	 π 	as	 an	 implicit	 function	 of	 ¥ = ¥(π) .	 Totally	

differentiating	(3.10’)	gives:	

î(1 − ¨)(1 + 0) Ω
Ø
¥b´ + 1 + òï ,¥ = − îò + .

Ø
(1 + 0)¥.b´ï ,π,	

which	 implies	¥E(π) < 0	and	¥EE(π) > 0.21	Namely,	 as	π	increases,	¥	decreases	and	 the	

degree	of	¥’s	decrease	becomes	smaller.	That	is,	if	the	scale	of	the	fully	funded	pension	

system	is	small,	individuals	will	substantially	reduce	their	investment	in	self-education.	

This	means	the	policy	effect	is	very	strong	when	there	is	no	or	limited	pension.	

To	conclude,	when	the	government	raises	the	pension	payment	by	increasing	the	wage	

tax	rate,	individuals	decrease	the	ratio	of	self-education	spending	to	total	wage	income.	

There	are	two	reasons	 for	 this:	 first,	 individuals’	disposable	 income	decreases	directly	

because	of	the	increase	in	the	wage	tax	rate	and	there	is	a	negative	direct	“income”	effect	

on	the	investment	in	self-education;	second,	the	increase	in	the	wage	tax	rate	means	that	

individuals	 can	 obtain	 larger	pensions	when	 they	 are	 old,	 and	 this	 also	 reduces	 their	

incentive	to	spend	on	self-education	for	their	lives	of	old	age.	This	indirect	“incentive”	

effect	enforces	the	above	direct	“income”	effect.	

	

3.2 Fully	funded	pension	and	economic	growth	

In	this	section,	we	evaluate	the	effects	on	economic	growth	of	fully	funded	pension	policy.	

Under	 the	 fully	 funded	 pension	 system,	 the	 economic	 growth	 rate,	 (3.11),	 can	 be	

rewritten	as:	

	∂&-. =
;&-.
;&

=
†&-.
†&

=
û&-.ℎ¢&-. + û&ℎ£&-.
û&ℎ¢& + û&b.ℎ£&

	

= (1 + #).b®ß(1 − π − ¥(π))® .	 (3.13)	

Equation	(3.13)	implies	that	the	economic	growth	rate	is	constant	and	depends	on	the	

wage	tax	rate:	∂& = ∂&-. = ∂(π).	

The	first-order	condition	of	economic	growth	maximization	is	given	by:	

                                                
21	We	 can	 easily	 obtain:	¥E(π) < 0	and	¥EE(π) = − .

î(.b´)(.-Ö)
æ
ø
µ^±-.-õï

v à(1 − ¨) ´
Ø
(1 + 0)¥b´¥E(π) î(1 −

¨)(1 + 0) Ω
Ø
¥b´ + 1 + òï − (1 − ¨)(1 + 0) .

Ø
¥b´[1 − π¨¥b.¥E(π)] îò + .

Ø
(1 + 0)¥.b´ïâ > 0.	
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∂′(π) = −ß¨(1 + #).b®[1 − π −¥(π)\
®b.

[1 +¥E(π)\	

		= −ß¨(1 + #).b®[1 − π − ¥(π)\
®b.

¿1 −
õ-

W
ø
(.-Ö)[µ(Ω)\

W^±

(.b´)(.-Ö)
æ
ø
[µ(Ω)\

^±
-.-õ

¡		

		= 0.	

By	solving	this,	we	obtain:	

	 (1 + 0) ´
Ø
[¥(π)\

.b´
= (1 − ¨)(1 + 0) Ω´

Ø
[¥(π)\

b´
+ 1.	 (3.14)	

For	analytical	convenience,	we	assume	that:	

	 .

Ø
(1 + 0) Z .

.-õ
]
´
≥ 1.	 	(3.15)	

This	 assumption	 implies	 that	 the	 interest	 rate	 0 	or	 the	 dependence	 level	 of	

intergenerational	 human	 capital	 accumulation	 on	 pecuniary	 investment	© 	is	 relatively	

high,	while	the	return	to	self-education	™	is	relatively	low.22	

Under	this	assumption,	the	optimal	tax	rate	that	maximizes	the	economic	growth	rate	

is	characterized	by	the	following	proposition.	

	

Proposition	3.1	

Under	 the	 assumption	 of	 (3.15),	 there	 exists	 a	 unique	 wage	 tax	 rate	 π∗ ∈ [0,1) 	that	

maximizes	the	economic	growth	rate.	This	growth-maximizing	tax	rate	is	given	by	(3.11’)	

and	(3.14).	

	

Proof.	

See	Appendix	3.B.																																																																																																																																						�	

	

From	Proposition	3.1,	we	can	directly	obtain	the	following	corollary.	

	

                                                
22	A	detailed	explanation	of	this	assumption	is	given	below.	
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Corollary	3.1	

Under	the	assumption	of	(3.15),	the	growth-maximizing	wage	tax	rate	π∗	also	maximizes	

individuals’	intergenerational	education	spending	ratio.	

	

Proof.	

Recall	(12),	∂ = (1+ #)ß √ §$
ℎ>$
ƒ
©
.	It	is	obvious	that	when	∂′(π) = 0,	

T√
≈C
∆≥C

ƒ

TΩ
= 0	and	

Tv√
≈C
∆≥C

ƒ

TΩv
<

0	all	hold.																																																																																																																																																																																								�	

	

In	 our	model,	 production	 does	 not	 depend	 on	 physical	 capital	 but	 only	 on	 human	

capital.	This	indicates	that,	essentially,	economic	growth	is	perfectly	determined	by	the	

human	capital	accumulation	of	the	young	in	each	period	(and	thus	by	the	investment	in	

intergenerational	education,	 ≠C
≤≥C
).	Therefore,	self-education	would	have	a	negative	effect	

on	growth	indirectly.	One	of	the	available	policy	tools	to	reduce	this	negative	effect	is	a	

fully	funded	pension.	

Under	 a	 fully	 funded	 pension	 system,	 the	 increase	 in	 the	 tax	 rate	 on	 the	 one	hand	

decreases	 individuals’	 net	 income	 and	makes	 individuals	 invest	 less	 in	 their	 children,	

while	on	the	other	hand,	as	mentioned	above,	it	guarantees	the	increase	in	income	when	

older,	which	leads	the	individuals	to	invest	less	in	themselves	but	invest	more	in	their	

children.	The	former	represents	a	negative	“income”	effect	on	economic	growth,	while	

the	 latter	 brings	 about	 a	 positive	 “distributive”	 effect.	 Therefore,	 there	 could	 exist	 a	

unique	optimal	tax	rate	at	which	economic	growth	is	maximized.	In	fact,	the	introduction	

of	the	fully	funded	pension	system	in	this	model	creates	a	short-run	effect	on	individuals’	

behavior.	However,	this	policy	effect	lasts	in	all	subsequent	periods	through	the	human	

capital	accumulation,	so	that	the	new	economic	growth	rate	can	be	achieved	in	the	long	

run.	

It	should	be	noted	that	 the	results	 in	Proposition	1	and	Corollary	1	hold	under	the	

assumption	of	(3.15).	If	the	interest	rate	is	relatively	low	or	the	return	to	self-education	

is	 large	 enough,	 i.e.,	 (3.15)	 does	 not	 hold,	 the	 optimal	 wage	 tax	 rate	 is	 zero	 or	 even	

negative.	In	this	case,	the	distributive	effect	is	too	small	to	reduce	individuals’	incentive	
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for	 self-education.	 Regardless	 of	 the	 pension	 amount,	 individuals	 will	 always	 invest	

substantially	in	themselves.	In	contrast,	an	increase	in	the	wage	tax	rate	brings	about	a	

large	negative	 income	effect,	which	 leads	to	a	decrease	 in	 intergenerational	education	

and	a	fall	in	economic	growth.	As	a	result,	it	is	better	to	refrain	from	implementing	the	

policy	of	a	fully	funded	pension	when	assumption	(3.16)	does	not	hold.	

	

3.3 Effects	of	interest	rate	on	growth	

In	this	section,	we	discuss	the	effects	of	the	interest	rate	on	the	optimal	tax	rate	as	well	as	

on	economic	growth.	The	following	proposition	characterizes	the	effects	of	the	interest	

rate	on	the	optimal	scale	of	pension	with	regard	to	maximizing	the	economic	growth	rate	

in	a	small	open	economy.	

	

Proposition	3.2	

In	a	small	open	economy,	if	(3.15)	is	satisfied,	an	exogenous	increase	in	the	interest	rate	

reduces	the	optimal	amount	of	a	fully	funded	pension	for	maximizing	economic	growth;	it	

also	raises	the	economic	growth	rate	in	the	steady-state	growth	path.	

	

Proof.	

See	Appendix	3.C.																																																																																																																																						�	

	

The	 interpretation	 of	 Proposition	 3.2	 is	 straightforward.	 First,	 the	 increase	 in	 the	

interest	rate	attracts	individuals’	attention	to	the	return	from	pensions	in	their	old	age.	

Thus,	 individuals’	 incentives	 for	self-education	are	weakened	and	 they	 spend	more	of	

their	income	educating	their	children.	This	affects	economic	growth	positively.	

Then,	in	order	to	increase	the	economic	growth	rate,	the	government	must	lower	the	

wage	tax	rate.	As	the	interest	rate	is	high,	the	government	will	set	a	lower	wage	tax	rate	

but	can	still	maintain	a	high	level	of	pension	payments.	This	allows	the	young	to	spend	

more	money	educating	their	children.	Therefore,	there	exists	a	lower	optimal	tax	rate,	

which	could	induce	individuals	to	invest	more	in	intergenerational	education.	
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3.4 Concluding	remarks	

Generally,	 in	 OLG	models,	 an	 increase	 in	 the	 interest	 rate	 does	 not	 affect	 the	 policy	

decision	on	fully	funded	pensions,	because	a	fully	funded	pension	is	equivalent	to	private	

savings,	 which	 are	 perfectly	 substitutable.	 However,	 in	 the	 model	 presented	 in	 this	

chapter,	a	fully	funded	pension	is	no	longer	neutral	with	respect	to	the	policy	decision.	

The	 reason	 for	 having	 this	 policy	 implication,	 which	 is	 quite	 different	 from	 the	 ones	

obtained	in	the	previous	literature,	can	be	attributed	to	the	existence	of	self-education.	

Reflecting	the	real	economic	circumstances	whereby	more	and	more	self-education	has	

been	 playing	 an	 important	 role	 in	 people’s	 lives,	 the	 government	 should	 choose	

appropriate	policy	instruments.	In	this	chapter,	because	we	have	seen	that	changes	in	the	

interest	 rate	alter	 individuals’	 choices,	 the	government	must	adjust	 the	policy	of	 fully	

funded	social	security	accordingly.	

 

Appendix	3.A Proof	of	(3.12)	

Recalling	the	definition	of	the	economic	growth	rate,	it	is	easy	to	verify:	

∂&-. =
;&-.
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=
†&-.
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=
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Appendix	3.B Proof	of	Proposition	3.1	

When	 π = 0 ,	 ¥(0) = õ

.-õ
	and	 ¥E(0) = −

õ-
W
ø
(.-Ö)Z

W
WV…

]
±

.-õ
≤ −1 	hold	 under	 (3.15).	

Therefore,	 ∂(0) = (1 + #)1−® Z1 − õ

.-õ
]
®
> 0 	and	 ∂E(0) = −ß¨(1 + #)1−® Z1 −

õ

.-õ
]
®−1

 1 −
õ-

W
ø
(.-Ö)Z

W
WV…

]
±

.-õ
À ≥ 0	can	be	verified.	
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When	π = 1,	¥(1) = 0	and	¥E(1) = − õ

.-õ
> −1.	 Therefore,	we	 can	 obtain	∂(1) = 0	

and	lim
Ω→.

∂E(π) = −∞.	

Because	¥EE(π) > 0 ,	 ∂′′(π) = −ß¨(1 + #).b®[1 − π −¥(π)\
®b.

¥′′(π) < 0 	holds	 for	

0 ≤ π ≤ 1.	Therefore,	there	must	exist	a	unique,	growth-maximizing	wage	tax	rate	π∗ ∈

[0,1).	

	

Appendix	3.C Proof	of	Proposition	3.2	

Recall	(3.10’),	(3.13),	and	(3.14).	Then,	totally	differentiating	(3.10’)	and	(3.14)	gives:	

,¥ = −
æ
ø
µW^±TÖ-î(.-Ö)

W
ø
µW^±-õïTΩ

æ
ø
(.-Ö)(.b´)µ^±-.-õ

	and	î(1 − ¨)(1 + 0) .
Ø
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Ø
(1 + 0)(1 − ¨)¥b´b.ï ,¥ =
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Ø
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Ø
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∗
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Next,	totally	differentiating	(3.13)	gives:	
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Chapter	4 Capital	tax	competition	and	public	education	

	

This	chapter	investigates	the	effects	of	a	coordinated	capital	tax	reform	across	countries	

in	an	OLG	economy	where	capital	tax	is	collected	to	provide	public	education.	

In	 theory,	 while	 a	 tax	 competition	 within	 one	 period	 only	 brings	 a	 static	 fiscal	

externality,	the	existence	of	human	capital	determines	the	welfare	of	the	next	(following)	

generation	 and	 thus	 causes	 an	 intertemporal	 externality.	 Therefore,	 compared	 with	

Batina	 (2009),	who	only	 considered	 the	accumulation	of	physical	 capital,	 this	 chapter	

evaluates	the	policy	effect	in	an	economy	where	both	physical	capital	and	human	capital	

are	 the	 main	 sources	 of	 determining	 social	 welfare.	 Above	 all,	 we	 give	 sufficient	

conditions	under	which	a	coordinated	reform	on	capital	tax	increases	the	level	of	human	

capital	and	is	Pareto-improving.	

In	the	following	parts,	Section	4.1	introduces	the	framework,	Section	4.2	derives	the	

optimal	policy	rules,	Section	4.3	evaluates	the	welfare	effects	of	the	coordinated	capital	

tax	reform,	and	Section	4.4	provides	further	discussion.	

	

4.1 The	model	

Time	is	discrete	and	the	economy	lasts	forever,	$ = 1,2, ....	In	this	economy,	there	are	œ >

1	symmetric	countries.	The	population	of	each	generation	in	each	country	is	normalized	

to	unity.	Physical	capital	moves	among	all	countries	but	individuals	cannot.	Individuals	

are	homogeneous	and	live	for	three	periods:	first	as	children,	then	as	adults,	and	finally	

as	the	old.	In	childhood,	individuals	are	children	in	period	t	(denoted	as	generation	t)	and	

receive	a	public	education	to	accumulate	their	human	capital	 level,	ℎ&,	but	do	not	 take	

part	in	economic	activities.	

 

4.1.1 Firms	

Firms	are	owned	by	the	old	and	behave	competitively	in	each	country.	We	take	them	to	

be	 identical	 and	 to	 adhere	 to	 constant	 returns	 to	 scale.	 Firms	 use	 both	 physical	 and	

human	capital	to	produce	the	private	good.	In	each	period,	they	maximize	the	profit	per	
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human	capital	?(–&) − (0& + π&)–& − %&.	Here,	–& 	is	the	capital	per	human	capital,	0&	is	the	

real	 interest	 rate	 determined	 in	 the	 real-world	 capital	market,	π& 	is	 the	 source-based	

capital	tax	rate,	and	%& 	is	the	local	wage	per	human	capital.	The	location	subscript	has	

been	omitted	for	brevity.	From	the	first-order	conditions	of	profit	maximization	by	firms,	

we	obtain	

	 T�

T—C
= ?—(–&) = 0& + π& = 0Å&,		 (4.1)	

where	?—(–&)	is	the	marginal	product	of	capital	per	human	capital	in	each	country	and	0Å&	

is	 the	net	cost	of	physical	capital.	From	(4.1),	we	can	have	the	demand	for	capital	per	

human	 capital,	–& = –(0Å&),	with	–Ö = ,–&/,0Å& = –Ω = ,–&/,π& = 1/?—— < 0,	where	1/

?—— < 0	is	the	second	derivative.	The	wage	function	is	then	obtained	by	%& = ?[–(0Å&)\ −

0Å&–(0Å&) = %[–(0Å&)\,	with	%Ö = ,%&/,0Å& = ,%&/,π& = −–& 	by	the	envelope	theorem.	

 

4.1.2 Individuals	

In	period	t,	the	adults	devote	themselves	to	the	production	process	by	providing	their	

human	capital.	They	thus	earn	a	wage	income	and	use	it	all	either	to	consume	a	private	

good	or	to	save.	When	gold,	i.e.,	 in	period	t+1,	they	pay	for	the	private	good	with	their	

savings	 and	 interest	 returns.	 For	 simplicity,	 we	 assume	 that	 the	 utility	 function	 is	

additively	separable.	Therefore,	individuals	maximize	their	utility	as:	

max
ÜC,TCVW

2&(*&, ,&-.) = ä(*&) + çä(,&-.)	

+. $. %&ℎ& = *& + +&,	

(1 + 0&-.)+& = ,&-..	

Here,	 a	 subutility	 function	 ä(. ) 	is	 assumed	 to	 be	 concave,	 twice	 continuously	

differentiable,	as	well	as	satisfy	the	Inada	conditions.	*&,	+&	and	,&-.	represent	the	private	

good	consumption	of	their	adulthood	in	period	t,	their	savings	in	period	t,	and	the	private	

good	consumption	of	their	old	age	in	period	t+1,	respectively.	ç	is	the	discount	factor.	

 

4.1.3 Government	
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The	 government	 in	 each	 country	 levies	 tax	 on	 physical	 capital	 to	 finance	 a	 public	

education	system.	The	general	budget	constraint	of	each	government	in	period	t	is	given	

by	

	 π&–(0& + π&)ℎ& = §&,		 (4.2)	

where	§&	is	the	investment	in	public	education	per	capita.	

In	period	t,	the	indirect	utility	function	of	individuals	can	be	obtained	as:	

”& = ä[(1 − |&)%&ℎ& − +(⋅)\ + çä[(1 + 0&-.)+(⋅)\.	

In	each	country,	the	social	welfare	function	is	defined	as	a	sum	of	all	generations’	utility	

from	period	1	to	infinity	weighted	by	a	discount	rate	of	individuals:	

	 ’÷ = ä[(1 + 0.)+"\ + ∑ ç&b.O
&N. ∫ä[(1 − |&)%&ℎ& − +(⋅)\ + çä[(1 + 0&-.)+(⋅)\ª.	 	

(4.3)	

The	government	chooses	the	infinite	policy	sequence	{π&, §&}	to	maximize	(4.3)	subject	

to	 (4.2).	 All	 countries	 make	 their	 policy	 decisions	 simultaneously	 under	 the	 same	

conditions	and	these	decisions	are	public	to	the	whole	economy.	

 

4.1.4 Formation	of	human	capital	

The	 human	 capital	 generation	 at	 t+1	 is	 formulated	 by	 the	 both	 the	 public	 education	

investment	and	the	human	capital	level	of	their	parents	ℎ&:	

	 ℎ&-. = ℎ(§&, ℎ&).		 (4.4)	

We	assume	this	human	capital	accumulation	function	is	decreasing	returns	to	scale	and	

we	have	that	ℎ≠ = ,ℎ&-./,§& > 0,	ℎ≤ =
T≤CVW
T≤C

> 0,	ℎ≠≠,	ℎ≤≤ < 0,	and	ℎ≠≤ = ℎ≤≠ > 0	hold.	

 

4.1.5 Physical	capital	market	equilibrium	

Equilibrium	in	the	physical	capital	market	in	period	t+1	satisfies	

	 ∑ 9◊,&-.
ÿ
◊N. = ∑ +◊,&

ÿ
◊N. ,		 (4.5)	

where	the	sum	is	indexed	across	countries	by	j.	In	a	symmetric,	steady-state	equilibrium,	

this	market	equilibrium	condition	can	be	rewritten	as	
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	 9&-. ≡ ℎ&-.–&-. = +&.		 (4.6)	

	

4.1.6 Nash	policy	equilibrium	

A	symmetric,	steady-state,	Nash	policy	equilibrium	(NPE)	is	composed	of	an	interest	rate	

and	a	policy	for	the	representative	public	education	authority,	(π,	e)	such	that:	

 

i.	individuals	behave	optimally	as	described	above	

ii.	firms	behave	optimally	as	described	above	

iii.	governments	choose	their	policies	optimally	as	described	above	

iv.	human	capital	accumulation	equation	(4.4)	is	satisfied.	

	

Totally	differentiating	(4.4)	and	(4.6)	gives	

	

î!&-. ℎ&-.–Ö − +Ö
1 0

ï Ÿ
,ℎ&-.
,0&-.

⁄ + îℎ&-.–Ω
0

ï ,π&-. =

Ÿ
+ë%& +ë%Öℎ&

π&–&ℎ≠ + ℎ≤ π&ℎ&ℎ≠–Ö
⁄ Ÿ
,ℎ&
,0&

⁄ + Ÿ
−+ë%Öℎ&

–&ℎ&ℎ≠ + π&ℎ&ℎ≠–Ω
⁄ ,π&.

		(4.7)	

From	(4.7),	we	can	obtain	the	conditions	of	local	stability	at	the	steady-state	NPE:23	

	

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ fl|%ℎ≠ + ℎ≤ −

.
∆

‡ee
byÇ

î+ë–ℎ +
y~ëΩ≤≤≈

�··
+ Ω≤≤≈—(.bΩ—≤≈)

�··
ïfl < 1 − ℎ≤+ë–ℎ,

 0 < .

yÇb
∆

‡ee

î+ë–ℎℎ≤ +
.

�ee
(+ë% − πℎℎ≠–)ï < 1.

	 (4.8)	

	

4.2 Optimal	policy	rules	

The	 policy	 rules	 chosen	 by	 each	 government	 that	 constitute	 part	 (iii)	 in	 4.1.6	 can	 be	

obtained	as:	

                                                
23	See	Appendix	4.A.	
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	 ç%&ℎ≠ =
.

.-
æC

·C‡··

− êΩCVW—CVW≤≈
.-

æCVW
·CVW‡··

,		 (4.9)	

and	we	have	the	following	proposition.	

 

Proposition	4.1	

In	a	locally	stable,	symmetric	steady-state	NPE,	the	optimal	policy	rules	are	determined	by	

	 	 êë≤≈
.bêΩ—≤≈

= .

.-
æ

·‡··

.		 (4.10)	

Proof.	

See	Appendix	4.B.																																																																																																																																																																		�	

									

This	 policy	 rule	 (4.10)	 is	 the	modified	 Samuelson	 rule	 for	 local	 public	 education.	The	

usual	 Samuelson	 rule	 2‚ 2Ü⁄ = 1 [1+ π (–?——)⁄ ]⁄ 	(Zodrow	 and	 Mieszkowski,	 1986)	

implies	the	marginal	rate	of	transformation	between	private	and	public	goods	is	greater	

than	 one,	 indicating	 that	 the	 local	 public	 services	 are	 underprovided	 at	 the	 margin.	

Similarly,	 the	 left-hand	 side	 of	 (4.10)	 is	 the	marginal	 rate	 of	 transformation	 between	

private	consumption	and	public	education	(human	capital).	ç%ℎ≠	is	the	current	value	of	

a	marginal	 increase	 in	human	capital	level.	Xπ–ℎ≠	in	 the	denominator	 is	a	“benefit”	 for	

taxes	through	the	increase	in	human	capital	level,	so	that	1 − çπ–ℎ≠	represents	the	“real	

value	 of	 the	 reduction”	 in	 private	 consumption.	 The	 right-hand	 side	 then	 implies	 the	

marginal	rate	of	transformation,	which	is	greater	than	one.	Therefore,	in	a	locally	stable,	

symmetric	 steady-state	 NPE,	 a	 fiscal	 externality	 occurs	 and	 public	 education	 is	

underprovided.	 On	 this	 occasion,	 it	 might	 be	 natural	 to	 think	 that	 a	 coordinated	 tax	

reform	should	raise	the	social	welfare	level.	

	

4.3 Welfare	effects	of	a	coordinated	tax	reform	

In	this	section,	we	evaluate	the	effects	on	social	welfare	of	a	coordinated	tax	reform	to	

reduce,	or	internalize,	the	externality	from	the	horizontal	capital	tax	competition	across	

countries	 in	 the	 steady-state	NPE:	 following	Batina	 (2012),	we	 consider	 the	 situation	

where	all	countries	make	an	agreement	to	increase	the	capital	tax	rate	permanently,	and	
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this	agreement	is	publicly	announced	and	implemented	simultaneously.	All	individuals	

believe	the	announcement	and	change	their	expectations	accordingly.	

In	the	steady	state,	(4.7)	can	be	rewritten	as:	

	 Ÿ
! − +ë% ℎ–Ö − +Ö − +ë%Öℎ

1 − π–ℎ≠ − ℎ≤ −πℎℎ≠–Ö
⁄ î,ℎ
,0
ï = Ÿ

(+ë%Ö– + –Ω)ℎ
(– + π–Ω)ℎℎ≠

⁄ ,π&.	 	(4.11)	

From	(4.11),	we	obtain	

	 T≤

TΩ
= ≤≤≈

Õ
[+Ö(– + π–Ω) + +ë%Ö–ℎ + –ℎ–Ω]	

	 					= —≤≤≈
Õ

î+Ö Z1 +
Ω

—�··
] − Z+ë– +

.

�··
] ℎï		 (4.12)	

and	

	 TÖÉ
TΩ

= TÖ

TΩ
+ 1 = .

Õ
{–tℎℎ≠ + [ℎℎ≠+ë%%Ö + +Ö(1 − π–ℎ≠ − ℎ≤)]}	

																																																			= .

Õ
[–ℎℎ≠(– − +ë%) + +Ö(1 − π–ℎ≠ − ℎ≤)],		 (4.13)	

where	á = −(– − +ë%)(πℎℎ≠/?——) − (ℎ ?——⁄ − +Ö + +ë–ℎ)(1 − π–ℎ≠ − ℎ≤).	

Equations	 (4.12)	 and	 (4.13)	 represent	 the	 effects	 of	 a	 tax	 increase	 on	 the	 level	 of	

human	capital	and	on	the	interest	rate,	respectively.	As	for	(4.12),	–ℎt–Ωℎ≠/á	represents	

the	 direct	 effect	 of	 the	 coordinated	 tax	 increase	 through	 the	 change	 in	 the	 budget	

constraint	of	 each	 country’s	 government.	[+Ö(– + π–Ω) + +ë%Öℎ–]ℎℎ≠/á	is	 the	 indirect	

effect	through	individuals’	savings	behavior:	an	increase	in	π	decreases	the	wage,	which	

changes	savings	and	thus	the	level	of	physical	capital,	leading	to	a	reduction	in	the	budget	

of	public	education	and	thus	in	the	level	of	human	capital.	

Similarly,	 in	 (4.13),	–tℎℎ≠/á 	is	 the	 direct	 effect	 through	 the	 change	 in	 the	 budget	

constraint	 and	 [ℎℎ≠+ë%%Ö + +Ö(1 − π–ℎ≠ − ℎ≤)]/á 	represents	 the	 indirect	 effect	

through	the	change	in	savings.24	

                                                
24	Comparing	the	effect	on	interest	rate	in	Batina	(2009),	

TÖ

TΩ
+ 1 = yÇ

yÇb(.-Å)—Çb—y~
,	our	results	include	effects	

caused	by	the	existence	of	human	capital:	a	change	in	the	level	of	human	capital	would	straightforwardly	
lead	to	a	change	in	governments’	budget	constraints	and	individuals’	wage	income,	shown	as	a	direct	effect	
and	an	indirect	income	effect	as	mentioned	above.	
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To	evaluate	the	welfare	effects,	we	consider	a	representative	individual	in	the	steady	

state.	His	or	her	utility	function	can	be	written	as	2(*, ,) = ä(*) + çä(,).	Differentiating	

2	by	π	gives	

,2
,π

= äÜ Ÿℎ
,%
,π

+ %
,ℎ
,π

−
,+
,π
⁄ + çäT Ÿ+

,0
,π

+ (1 + 0)
,+
,π
⁄.	

From	the	 first-order	condition	of	an	 individual’s	utility	maximization,	äÜ = ç(1 + 0)äT	

holds,	and	from	the	physical	capital	market	equilibrium	at	the	steady	state,	+ = –ℎ	holds.	

Therefore,	we	have	

	 T4

TΩ
= äÜ Z−–ℎ + % T≤

TΩ
+ —≤

.-Ö

TÖ

TΩ
] = äÜ Z−–ℎ + % T≤

TΩ
+ —≤

.-Ö

TÖ

TΩ
].		 (4.14)	

Here,	−–ℎäÜ 	is	the	direct	effect	of	the	tax	reform,	indicating	a	decrease	in	utility	because	
of	the	reduction	in	wage	income.	äÜ Z%

T≤

TΩ
+ —≤

.-Ö

TÖ

TΩ
]	are	the	indirect	effects,	which	contain	

an	effect	through	the	change	in	physical	capital,	äÜ%
T≤

TΩ
,	and	an	effect	through	the	change	

in	human	capital,	äÜ
—≤

.-Ö

TÖ

TΩ
.	

We	define	the	elasticity	of	savings	to	wage	 income	as	„yë ≡ +ë %ℎ +⁄ .	The	 following	

proposition	captures	the	welfare	effects	of	the	coordinated	tax	reform.	

 

Proposition	4.2	

Consider	a	 coordinated	 capital	 tax	 reform	 such	 that	,π◊ = ,π > 0	at	 the	 steady	 state.	 If	

„yë < 1 	and	+Ö(1 + π –?——⁄ ) − (+ë– + 1 ?——⁄ )ℎ > 0 	(+Ö 	is	 large	 enough)	 hold,	 a	 coordinated	

capital	tax	increase:	

(i)	raises	the	level	of	human	capital,	ℎ	

(ii)	raises	the	net	cost	of	physical	capital,	0Å = 0 + π	

(iii)	is	Pareto-improving.	

	

Proof.	
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When	 „yë < 1 ,	 at	 the	 steady	 state,	 we	 have	 + = –ℎ 	and	 thus	– − +ë% > 0 .	 With	

+Ö(1 + π –?——⁄ ) − (+ë– + 1 ?——⁄ )ℎ > 0 ,	 it	 is	 obvious	 that	 á > 0 	holds. 25 	Therefore,	

,ℎ ,π⁄ > 0	and	,0Å ,π⁄ = ,0 ,π⁄ + 1 > 0	hold.	

From	(4.12)	and	(4.13),	(4.14)	can	be	rewritten	as:	

T4

TΩ
= ‰5—≤

Õ
àî—≤≤≈

.-Ö
Z1 + Ω

—�··
] − Ω≤≤≈

�··
ï (! − +ë%) + (1 − π–ℎ≠ − ℎ≤) î+Ö −

Ö

.-Ö
Z+ë– +

.

�··
] ℎï + %ℎ≠ î	+Ö Z1 +

Ω

—�··
] − Z+ë– +

.

�··
] ℎïâ > 0.         �	

	

When	the	elasticity	of	savings	to	wage	income	is	small,	a	change	in	wage	income	causes	

little	in	savings	(physical	capital),	which	has	a	relatively	weak	effect	on	the	interest	rate.	

Considering	the	increase	in	the	capital	tax	rate,	the	total	effects	on	the	net	cost	of	physical	

capital,	0Å,	would	be	positive.	

If	+Ö 	is	large	enough,	when	the	capital	tax	rate	is	coordinately	increased,	the	level	of	

physical	capital	would	be	decreased,	which	will	raise	the	 interest	rate.	This	 leads	to	a	

raise	on	savings	through	the	physical	capital	market.	Therefore,	the	indirect	effect	would	

dominate	 the	 direct	 effect	 on	 the	 level	 of	 human	 capital,	 increasing	 that	 level	 in	 the	

steady-state	NPE.	

As	for	welfare,	when	„yë < 1	holds	and	+Ö 	is	large	enough,	the	indirect	effects	through	

both	the	changes	in	physical	capital	and	human	capital	are	positive	and	will	dominate	the	

direct	effect.	The	coordinated	tax	reform	is	thus	Pareto-improving.	

	

4.4 Discussion	

In	 the	 static	Zodrow–Mieszkowski	model,	 tax	 competition	 brings	a	 fiscal	 externality.	

Local	governments	set	a	relatively	low	capital	tax	rate	to	attract	physical	capital,	which	

leads	the	supply	of	public	goods	to	be	too	low	and	thus	a	coordination	is	considered	to	

be	 Pareto-improving.	 In	 this	 static	 framework,	 an	 autarkic	 economy	 and	 an	open	

economy	share	 the	 same	 first-best	 rule:	 the	marginal	 rate	of	 transformation	between	

                                                
25	From	the	assumption	of	DRS,	it	can	be	easily	shown	that	1 − π–ℎ≠ − ℎ≤ > 0	holds.	
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Table	4.1	Equilibrium	conditions	under	static	and	dynamic	frameworks26	

	

private	and	public	goods	is	one,		2‚ 2Ü⁄ =1.	In	the	open	economy,	when	tax	competition	

occurs,	the	marginal	rate	of	transformation	between	private	and	public	goods	becomes	

greater	than	one	(2‚ 2Ü⁄ > 1),	implying	there	is	a	distortion	from	the	first-best	rule	that	

public	goods	are	underprovisioned.	Therefore,	a	coordinated	tax	reform	is	considered	to	

be	Pareto-improving.	

However,	in	an	OLG	economy,	the	above	findings	cannot	be	acknowledged.	One	feature	

of	the	OLG	model	is	that	because	individuals	live	in	the	short	run	while	social	planners	

are	concerned	about	 the	 long	run,	the	 fundamental	 theorems	of	welfare	economics	no	

                                                
26 Here, 2Ü  and 2. are the marginal utility of consumption on private goods in the young age, while 2T and 
2u are the marginal utility of consumption on private goods in the old age. 2t and 2w are the marginal utility 
of public goods in the young and ages, respectively. ¨ is the depreciation rate for physical capital. 
 

	 Autarky	 Open	economy		
(in	a	symmetric	steady-state	NPE)	

	ZM	model	
(Static)	

First-Best:	
45
46
= 1		

	

First-Best:		
45
46
= 1		

	
Under	tax	competition:																

45
46
> 1		

Fiscal	externality	occurs.	A	coordination	improves	welfare.	
	

OLG	
framework		
(Dynamic)	

	

First-Best:		
4ù
4W
+ .

.-Å

4Â
4v
= 1		

	
	
	
	

Decentralized:		
4ù
4W
+ .

.-Ö

4Â
4v
= 1		

4W
4v
= 1 + 0		

?E(!) = 0 + ¨			

First-Best:																							4ù
4W
+ .

.-Å

4Â
4v
= 1										(first-best	rule)	

4W
4v
= 1 + #		

	(biological	interest	rate)	
  	  ?E(!) = # + ¨															(golden	rule)	

	
Under	tax	competition:																

4ù
4W
+ .

.-Ö

4Â
4v
= .

.-
æ
e
BÇ
> 1		

4W
4v
= 1 + 0		

?E(!) = 0 + π + ¨	
A	coordination	only	alleviates	the	fiscal	externality	brought	
about	 by	 tax	 competition	 but	 cannot	 eliminate	 the	
distortion	 from	 the	OLG	 feature.	The	 total	welfare	effects	
depend	on	the	relationship	between	#	and	0	as	well.	
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longer	hold.	Only	when	the	interest	rate	is	equal	to	the	population	growth	rate	(# = 0)	

does	 the	 economy	 evolve	 along	 the	 golden	 rule	 path.	 Otherwise,	 it	 is	 possible	 to	

accumulate	too	much	(little)	physical	capital	(Batina,	2009).	

Take	a	provision	of	public	goods	into	consideration	in	an	OLG	framework.	Individuals’	

utility	 function	 is	 modified	 as	2& = ä(*&, ,&-., ∂&, ∂&-.) ,	 where	 ∂& 	and	 ∂&-. 	are	 the	

consumption	of	public	goods	in	their	young	and	old	ages,	respectively.	The	government	

taxes	physical	capital	 to	provide	public	goods,	which	 indicates	 its	budget	constraint	 is	

π&9(π& + 0&) = ∂&,	where	9(π& + 0&),	the	aggregate	level	of	physical	capital,	is	a	function	

of	π& + 0&.	

Under	autarky,	the	first-order	condition	of	the	social	planner’s	problem	(the	first-best)	

can	be	easily	derived	as:	

	 4ù
4W
+ .

.-Å

4Â
4v
= 1.		 (4.15)	

When	the	economy	is	decentralized,	

	 4ù
4W
+ .

.-Ö

4Â
4v
= 1,		 (4.16a)	

	 4W
4v
= 1 + 0,		 (4.16b)	

and	

	 ?E(!) = 0 + ¨		 (4.16c)	

hold	in	equilibrium.	Compared	with	the	economy	under	the	first-best	rule,	there	is	only	a	

distortion,	which	implies	# ≠ 0.	

In	an	open	economy,	the	conditions	of	the	first-best	rule	would	be	modified	as:	

	 4ù
4W
+ .

.-Å

4Â
4v
= 1,		 (4.17a)	

	 4W
4v
= 1 + #,		 (4.17b)	

	 ?E(!) = # + ¨.		 (4.17c)	

Equation	(4.17a)	is	the	first-best	rule,	(4.17b)	represents	Samuelson’s	biological	

interest	rate,	and	(4.17c)	is	the	golden	rule	(Batina,	2009).	

When	tax	competition	occurs,	at	the	steady-state	NPE,	we	have:	
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	 4ù
4W
+ .

.-Ö

4Â
4v
= .

.-
æ
e
BÇ
> 1,		 (4.18a)	

	 4W
4v
= 1 + 0,		 (4.18b)	

	 ?E(!) = 0 + π + ¨.		 (4.18c)	

Comparing	(4.18a–c)	with	(4.17a–c),	it	is	obvious	that	when	tax	competition	occurs	in	

an	OLG	economy,	 the	distortions	double:	 there	are	both	 the	 fiscal	 externality	and	 the	

distortion	seen	in	the	classical	OLG	model.	Under	an	OLG	framework,	even	though	the	

local	governments	coordinate,	the	coordination	alleviates	the	fiscal	externality	brought	

about	by	tax	competition,	but	cannot	eliminate	the	one	seen	in	the	classical	OLG	model.	

Besides	the	provision	of	public	goods,	whether	a	coordinated	tax	increase	is	Pareto-

improving	or	not	is	independent	of	the	situation	where	the	economy	is	under	dynamic	

efficiency.	Coordination	is	no	longer	necessarily	seen	to	be	an	effective	behavior.	

In	Sections	4.1–4.3,	we	evaluated	the	effects	of	a	coordinated	tax	reform	in	an	OLG	

economy.	Different	 to	Batina	 (2009,	 2012),	we	 take	 both	 physical	 capital	 and	 human	

capital	into	consideration,	and	instead	of	public	good	provision,	in	our	model	the	taxes	

are	used	to	provide	public	education.	Moreover,	human	capital	is	both	a	public	input	and	

an	intergenerational	conflict	that	exacerbates	the	distortion	from	first-best.	Similarly,	the	

coordinated	 tax	 reform	 could	 have	 a	 negative	 effect	 on	 welfare.	 We	 could	 provide	

sufficient	conditions	under	which	the	reform	is	welfare-improving.	

	

Appendix	4.A Proof	of	the	local	stability	

With	,π& = 0,	we	can	obtain	the	the	dynamics	of	ℎ&	and	0&	from	(4.7):	

Ÿ
,ℎ&-.
,0&-.

⁄ =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡ ℎ≤

π&ℎ&ℎ≠
?——

+ë% − (π&ℎ&ℎ≠ + ℎ≤)–&
ℎ&-.
?——

− +Ö

− √+ëℎ& +
π&ℎ&ℎ≠
?——

ƒ –&

ℎ&-.
?——

− +Ö ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

Ÿ
,ℎ&
,0&

⁄,	

which	can	be	denoted	as	[,ℎ&-., ,0&-.]Ñ = Ì[,ℎ&, ,0&]Ñ.	To	ensure	the	local	stability,	1 ±

$0(Ì) + ,§$(Ì) > 0	and	0 < ,§$(Ì) < 1	should	be	satisfied,	which	means	(4.8)	holds.	
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Appendix	4.B Proof	of	Proposition	4.1	

Recall	the	social	welfare	function	(4.3):	

’÷ = ä[(1 + 0.)+"\ + ∑ ç&b.O
&N. ∫ä[(1 − |&)%&ℎ& − +(⋅)\ + çä[(1 + 0&-.)+(⋅)\ª.	

Each	government	chooses	an	infinite	sequence	{π&, §&}		for	an	optimal	policy	rule	of	public	

education	authority.	It	maximizes	(4.3)	subject	to	(4.2).	The	first-order	conditions	for	the	

optimal	policy	sequence	at	period	t	are	given	by	

–&äÜ − •&(–& + π&–Ω) = 0	

and	

çäÜ%&ℎ≠ + •&-.çπ&-.–Ω-.ℎ≠ − •& = 0,	

where	 •& 	and	 •&-. 	are	 the	 Lagrange	 multipliers.	 Thus,	 at	 the	 steady	 state,	

ç%ℎ≠ [1 − çπ–ℎ≠⁄ ] = 1 [1 + π –?——⁄ ]⁄ 	holds,	which	is	known	as	(4.10).	
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Chapter	5 Conclusions 

	

We	give	conclusions	about	the	results	obtained	throughout	the	dissertation	and	discuss	

any	remaining	issues	as	well	as	the	possibilities	for	extension	of	Chapters	2–4.	

The	main	purpose	of	Chapter	2	was	to	complete	a	general	analysis	of	the	effect	of	the	

introduction	of	a	PAYG	pension	system	on	utility	in	the	short,	medium,	and	long	runs.	In	

our	work,	we	clarified	the	effects	in	the	cases	of	monotonic	and	oscillatory	convergences	

for	both	steady-state	and	transitional	generations.	

We	analyzed	the	PAYG	pension	problem	and	clarified	effects	that	have	received	little	

or	no	attention	in	the	literature	to	date.	Specifically,	we	found	that	a	PAYG	pension	could	

be	Pareto-improving	in	the	short	or	medium	run,	even	if	the	interest	rate	is	higher	than	

the	 population	 growth	 rate.	 By	 contrast,	 we	 gave	 an	 alternative	 proof	 that	 the	

introduction	of	a	fully	funded	pension	system	is	neutral	to	capital	accumulation,	and	thus,	

to	welfare.	This	assists	 in	explaining,	especially	 from	the	viewpoint	of	a	real	economy,	

why	the	PAYG	pension	is	a	useful	policy	tool	in	the	short	or	medium	run	even	though	it	

reduces	welfare	at	the	steady	state,	whereas	a	fully	funded	pension	does	not.	Therefore,	

governments	 can	 and	 should	 evaluate	 their	 pension	 policies	 with	 reference	 to	 their	

current	situations.	

As	a	mathematical	preparation,	we	highlighted	the	contribution	of	Kuhle	(2014)	using	

a	weighted	average	method	for	evaluating	the	changes	in	welfare	in	changing	transitional	

states.	We	clarified	that	in	the	case	of	monotonic	convergence,	the	welfare	effects,	which	

can	be	expressed	as	a	weighted	average	of	the	welfare	effects	for	the	initial	and	steady-

state	 generations,	 also	 change	 monotonically.	 However,	 in	 the	 case	 of	 oscillatory	

convergence,	the	change	in	the	transitional	welfare	effects	follows	the	rule	determined	

not	only	by	the	initial	and	steady-state	effects,	but	also	by	effects	in	the	second	period.	

Chapter	3	investigated	the	effects	of	fully	funded	pension	systems	on	economic	growth	

in	a	small	open	economy	with	two	kinds	of	human	capital	accumulation	and	education:	

intergenerational	education	and	self-education.	We	found	that	the	introduction	of	a	fully	

funded	pension	system	can	accelerate	economic	growth	through	the	“intergenerational”	

human	capital	accumulation.	This	is	because	intergenerational	education	has	a	positive	

effect	on	the	human	capital	accumulation	of	the	next	generation,	but	self-education	only	
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affects	 individuals’	 own	 human	 capital	 accumulation,	 which	 cannot	 be	 inherited	 by	

subsequent	 generations.	 A	 fully	 funded	 pension	 system	 then	 increases	 individuals’	

income	in	their	old	age	and	therefore	reduces	their	 incentives	 for	self-education.	This	

leads	 individuals	 to	 invest	 more	 in	 educating	 their	 children	 instead,	 and	 this	 may	

stimulate	economic	growth.	Moreover,	when	the	exogenously	determined	interest	rate	is	

high	enough,	there	could	exist	an	optimal	scale	of	pension	that	maximizes	the	economic	

growth	rate.	

As	 is	 known,	 because	 a	 fully	 funded	 pension	 system	operates	 as	 forced	 savings,	 it	

generally	does	not	affect	either	social	welfare	or	economic	growth.	It	should	be	noted,	

however,	that	in	our	framework	that	considers	both	self-education	and	intergenerational	

education,	 the	 fully	 funded	pension	both	 increases	social	welfare	 in	 the	short	run	and	

promotes	economic	growth	through	intergenerational	human	capital	accumulation	in	the	

long	run.	

In	our	model,	 the	 fully	 funded	pension	 is	 introduced	as	a	policy	 tool	 to	 reduce	 the	

incentives	 for	 self-education.	 In	 a	world	with	non-inherited	old	 age	 human	 capital,	 in	

order	to	stimulate	economic	growth	or	to	improve	social	welfare,	the	government	needs	

to	 lead	 individuals	 to	 invest	 in	 themselves	 less	 and	 to	 invest	 in	 their	 children	more.	

Therefore,	 any	 policy	 that	 increases	 individuals’	 old	 age	 income	 or	 the	 returns	 to	

intergenerational	education	could	be	important.	

Research	has	so	far	only	focused	on	a	single	kind	of	education:	either	intergenerational	

education	or	self-education.	We,	however,	studied	both	types	of	education	in	the	same	

framework	for	the	first	time.	In	our	model,	although	the	two	types	of	education	both	lead	

to	 human	 capital	 accumulation,	 they	 have	 different	 properties:	 intergenerational	

education	 accelerates	 growth,	 whereas	 self-education	 does	 not.	 This	 indicates	 the	

possibility	 for	 a	 new	 form	 of	 intergenerational	 conflict	 that	 is	 different	 from	 the	

traditional	ones	such	as	the	contradiction	between	savings	and	bequests.	In	this	sense,	

this	 chapter	 provides	 a	 new	 perspective	 on	 evaluating	 the	 effects	 of	 education	 on	

economic	 growth	 or	 social	 welfare	 on	 various	 outcomes	 in	 an	 OLG	 model,	 and	 this	

approach	should	be	extended	in	future	studies.	

In	 Chapter	 4,	 we	 evaluate	 the	 effects	 of	 a	 coordinated	 capital	 tax	 reform	 among	

symmetric	countries	in	an	OLG	model	where	public	education	brings	an	intertemporal	

effect	 on	 social	 welfare.	 We	 show	 that	 in	 an	 open	 economy	 where	 governments	 tax	
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physical	capital	 to	provide	public	education	 instead	of	public	goods,	a	coordinated	tax	

reform	 is	no	 longer	necessarily	Pareto-improving.	 In	particular,	when	 the	elasticity	of	

savings	to	wage	income	is	small	and	+Ö 	is	great	enough,	a	lower	capital	tax	rate	will	call	

for	a	higher	level	of	human	capital	accumulation.	

Therefore,	since	human	capital	plays	a	role	that	is	as	important	as	physical	capital	in	

promoting	 economic	 growth,	 when	 the	 government	 of	 each	 country	 tries	 to	 attract	

physical	 capital	 through	 a	 tax	 competition	 or	 apply	 to	 coordinately	 undertake	 a	 tax	

reform,	 it	should	take	the	policy	effects	on	human	capital	as	well	as	 those	on	physical	

capital	 into	 consideration.	These	 kinds	 of	 extensions	would	 be	 valuable	 for	 providing	

concrete	policy	tools	that	could	lessen	generational	conflicts	in	a	real	economy.	

As	 representatives	of	 intergenerational	 conflicts,	 pensions	 and	 education	 problems	

have	been	and	should	still	be	attached	importance.	In	future	studies,	on	the	one	hand,	we	

should	consider	the	reforms	of	the	education	system	and	public	pension	systems	from	

more	diverse	aspects.	On	the	other	hand,	we	should	also	address	other	issues	that	reflect	

the	conflicts	between	different	generations,	such	as	fertility	choices,	bequests,	other	fiscal	

transfers	between	the	young	and	the	old,	and	so	on.	Furthermore,	we	could	apply	the	

mathematical	framework	we	improved.	In	this	manner,	we	would	be	able	to	shed	light	on	

other	generational	 conflicts	 by	 determining	 not	 only	 the	 long-run	 effects	 but	 also	 the	

short-	and	medium-run	effects	and	the	welfare	gains	and	losses	along	the	transition	path.
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